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MEXICO WILL BE
EARRINGS ARE
WOULD UNSEAT
ASKED TO PAY
EUIDBNCEIN
A REPUBLICAN
THOSE CLAIMS
CASE
BEACH
IN COLORADO

PUBLIC MONEYS BILL

seatN.

W. WycofE, Democrat,

began

nTthe supreme court room at the
capitol this morning.
The contest was called before the
senate committee on privileges and
elections.
Wycoff presenting his
charges of alleged fraud which are
CLARK expected to consume three days. At
FLOOR LEADER HOLT FINDS IT NECESSARY TO INTERVIEWS S.
the conclusion of his arraignment,
Barela will be allowed as much time
IN THE CORNER OF HALL WHERE EARNEST CONVERSATION .ENSUES
in rebuttal.
: V
;
A small army of witnesses sumDEMOCRATS SMILE1BR0ADLY AT UNIQUE SITUATION.
moned by Wycoff were in attendance
at the opening of the hearing.
While this contest was being waged the house was discussing procedJUST
DIFFERENCE
AWFUL
WHAT AN
ure in the contest for the seats of
John Mayer, and W. W. Boyle, RepubA FEW LITTLE WORDS CAN MAKE lican representatives from Las Animas county, by John Guyim and Juan
The allegations
A. Torres, Democrat.
of the contestants in these cases are
as to where he would similar
to those against itarela
"Or when in his discretion, he shall bit of latitude
funds.
or
other
county,
Wycoff.
city
by
deposit
brought
ieem it for the heat interests of the
Some of the Democratic members,
to
so
board
or
ounty, city or town
however, were even more lucid: They
do."
explained those lines by saying they
were the entire "joker" in the bill
words'"
hut
they
These were the
and
that aside from those lines, the
.
caused one of the most unique situ-- bill was a good and meritorious measuthis
senate
ationB in the legislative
re.-.
morning that has arisen in manyIt waB asserted by some members
some-moons and to those who knew
the county funds of Valencia
that
thing of the inside of that situation. county for instance, might find their
one.
comical
it was a
way into most any Albuquerque bank,
' '
The words quoted above were an
regardless of any other bank, sets of
of
large and 'important part
or aggregations of banks. .In
banks
"ll.c public monies bill, otherwise o'her
with plenty of "discrewords,
S.
known as Senate Bill No. 24 John
tion" at his command, the county
appearcounty
AND
Clark, Of San Miguel
tteaBuver of any county, could favor MEASURES WERE INTRODUCED
bill came up for
The
author.
as
of
Some
desired.
most any bank he
ing
ARE THAT FINAL
INDICATIONS
third reading this morning and was the Democrats even hinted at such
considered in committee of the whole. things having been done in the past!
TUG OF WAR WILL HINGE ON
reThe early stages of the bill
The amendment therefore, appears
more
interesting
sembled
nothing
WHETHER OLD GUARD CAN PASS
tr. have been a direct slap at political
than a class in elementary proof br.nking, a form of banking by no
THEM.
reading, since the erstwhile legisla- means unknown in New Mexico nor
tive printer had sent printed copies of iu New Mexico legislative circles.
the bill so full of typographical errors
Just where the" change in the bill
With the introduction shortly after
that it was one continuous round of affected the two senators from San
o'clock, this arternoon of the
three
corrections to get the measure in shape
county, was not brought forth
Miguel
was
changed
"The"
bill in the legislative
for its passage.
the consideration of the bill county salary
to "this" and 'this" changed to "the" during
real
the
is
senate,
tug of war between
it
but
o:i the floor of the senate,
aud such words as "depositories"
said that there are banks and banks the legislature and the executive ofof
Outside
as "depositors."
la Las Vegas as well as Albuquerque.
down to the finish.
tuat, however, the legislative printer At all events, Floor Leader Holt had fice narrows
bill
the
after a conference
of
was
original
most
It
stated,
had gotten
two floors to lead and the position
1
this afternoon
members
ir to type.
Republican
tf
one
for
was not exactly a graceful
bill
With Epimenio A. Miera, president the
members at least those that the district attorney Balary
majority
on
pro tempore of the senate, sitting
C. would also be introduced before the
Edwin
one
.of
exclusive
members
the-- day. That will
the throne, the senate proceeded to
of Colfax, who sprung the senate recesses for
two measures over
consider the bill by sections. One Crampton,
mean
the
that
amendment.
section after another was passed, The bill was read to Its conclusion, which the entire political pot has
been cast into
minor corrections inserted and minor
clause", was 'stricken been,seething, have
the
arena' and that either the governamendments
made,;; until the bill out emergency
(he
the
and
of
Mr.
Holt
on
motion
reached Section 12, page 10 line 6 ot committee of the whole then arose or will have to again veto the meass
or a
the printed copy.
The senate ures, reach a compromise
and reported progress.
contrived
to
be
will
B. C. Crampton, member from Colvote
have
tli'tn recessed until 2 o'clock, this
by the old guard whereby to pass the
fax, arose and innocently moved that afternoon.
all that portion of Section 12 after the Just before recess, however, Mr. salary bills over the executive veto.
With only a little over a month left
word "qualified'-- ' in line 6 down to the
Holt moved to reconsider the vote by
which the present session will sit
in
word "deposit" in line 8, same section,
which Section 12 had been amended,
it finally is adjourned by action
before
be stricken out. The president pro
heard asserting that he wanted to leave tha. cf law, the closing battle of the sestempore listened carefully and
section open for debate because the
will be waged
sion
no objection, so tne striking process
amendment had been inserted while over unquestionably
bills.
the
went merrily forward.
salary
to
were
study
some members
trying
Ever since last Saturday night,
Suddenly there was a hurried ruBtle, out the effect of the said amendment
wh&n some of the old guard held a
of papers in the vicinity of the desk and
to
were
entitled
he
they
thought
occupied by State Senator Ilfeld and be heard on the matter or something caucus, a report has been rife that
another desperate attempt would be
the senator from Sap Miguel arose to that effect.
made to secure a
majority
and Inquired what had happened. The
he
while
Mr. .Crampton opined that
The
by unseating two Democratic house
president pro tempore told. him.
to' have the matter
like
would
tro,
to
This talk has been heard,
members.
. Senator
news was not broken
fully, he was still convinced so often that it is becoming stale but
Ilield kindly nor b degrees but on
was
his
that
original happy thought
it geuerally is conceded that the sitthe other hand he was informed that
all O. K. and that the amendment uation has about reached the critical
the aforesaid lines Were stricken from
stood.
Sen
it
the president pro would be just as well asnot
stage.
the bill, that
ator John S. Clark did
participate
The governor has not indicated
for
objections,
listened
had
ttmpore
hia
and
of
the
in
this
engagement
what action he proposes to take with
that he had heard no objections and ideas onpartthe
be
could
only
subject
regard to the salary hills, but it is
that the time to object was long since
gauged by the way he looked. He did veil known that certain of the Demopast. Senator Ilfeld sat down. There not look
happy.
crats have a measure which they bewas a muttered word or two from the
IS '
lieve the governor will favor in prefctrner of the senatorial arena occu- ELECTION MEASURE LATEST
ONE. erence to the two bills in the senate
PAN KEY'S
pied by Senator John S. Clark where
, The latest surprise sprung by State today.
upon Mr. Holt, after looking carefully
State Senator Isac Barth said this
about hini to see what was happening, Senator B. F. Pankey, of Santa Fe
walked over to where Senator Clark county, was the election bill which afternoon that he ha t called a caucus
The bill of the Democrats for this evening to
sat and conversation ensued that last-- r he introduced this morning.
ed for some minutes. Meanwhile a is a voluminous document and covers consider the situation. Likewise, the
f;
have been trying for
smile spread across the face of first the holding of an election from the Republicans
one Democrat and then another ex--' registration to the certificate of el- three days to arrange for a caucus of
cept possibly one or two. Something ection." The measure was ordered their members for. tonight It is plain
had happened that was not on the printed and Mr. Pankey will v have that the maneuvering, centers about
i cards. ' Mr. Crampton, innocently or copies sent to those interested In this the salary bills and that the showotherwise, had slipped something to important subject. The bill is Senate down in the present session will be
Jhe gentleman from San Miguel and Bill No. 99, and it is entitled, "An made on those two measures.
The senate this afternoon considerthat it was unpleasant, was apparent. act to regulate the calling, holding
ed a number of house bills and reThe section referred to originally and conduct of elections, etc."
Mr. Pankey also introduced Senate ferred them to various committees. A
read:
Sec. 12. The treasurer of every Bill No. 99 An act relative to the number of minor bills were intro'
county, city or town, or board in renewal of franchises by municipal duced but it was about the two salary
This is a measure of measures that all interest centered.
control, shall deposit the public corporations.
monies in one or more banks or more than passing interest, especially The two measu.es, as they were
trust companies within his county, in communities Where franchises are written today, differed but little from
the figures given by the New Mexican
which have qualified as depositories r.bout to expire.
some days ago. A few changes were
thereof under the provisions of this 'Senate Bill No. 96, by Mr. Navaro
made in both bills jtist before they
or
such
county,
of
but
city
every
act;
Is the bill for the creation
town treasurer, or treasurer of any
Cdronado county is were introduced, however.
county.
'
board in control, when no bank or being advocated by a large delegation FULL CREW BILL
PASSES THE HOUSE
banks in his county have so quali- who have arrived during the past few
The full crew bill for which mem
fied, (Oil WHEN' IN" ins DISCRE- days. They will make a hard fight to
TION, HE" SHALL, DEEM IT FOR get the legislature to pass the meas- bcrs of the Brotherhood of Locomo
live Trainmen, assisted by RepresenTHE BEST INTERESTS OF THE ure.
COUNTY, CITY OR TOWN, OK
Mr. Navarro, also introduced Senate tatives Skldmore and Tripp, have been
working since the opening of this sesBOARD IN CONTROL, SO TO DO,) Bill No. 97 A new fence law.
deposit the whole or any. part of S. B. No. 101, by Mr. Hinkle An sion, passed the house this afternoon
a vote 43 to 0.
the public monies in his custody in act relative to
is said to be a by
H. B. No. 40, the
bill,
a bank or banks doing business in paving law thatpaving,
will permit paving to
to
after some debate, was
v some other county of this state, be done.
which shall have qualified as a de
Mr. Walton completely submerged the committee on judiciary on motion
&
..'
motion by
pository or depositories of any such his famous Whiskey ' creek bill this cf Mr. Mullens after
to
met with dehad
table
it,
Young
monies as hereinbefore provided.
morning by presenting Senate Bill No.
; As amended, the lines quoted In 102 Prohibiting the burial of any feat. This bill, it is said, affects only
Ytsapltal letters, were eliminated. The pcrson-with- in
a half mile of a dwell- the Santa Barabara Tie & Polff com.simple effect of the amendment was ing or of a well. Mr. Walton im- pany which uses the Rio Grande for
to compel the official having control mediately qualifled as an expert on logging purposes. A. B. McGaffey, of
of funds to obey the letter and intent cemeteries and was quickly surround- the company was in the city today:
of the measure thus fully relieving ed by a number of his admiring friends
BATTLE OF THE BALLOTS.
him of any "discretion" in the mat-- . who inquired when he had entered
ter. :
, f
.
,
the undertaking profession. ' Tt is unJust why this should be ot such in- derstood that a caucus of the senate Charleston, W. Va., I eh. 5. Both
terest, la explained in various ways by majority will be held this evening houses of the West Virginia legisla
various members of the. senate. Mr. to discuss the advisability of creating ture balloted again today for a United
Crampton- - holds that under the sec-- a special committee for Senate Bill States senator to. succeed Senator
Watson. No candidate received a mation above - quoted before it was
jority of the votes cast.
amended, the treasurer was given a
(Continued on page eight).
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BULGARIANS PUMP LEAD
INTO ADRIANOPLE AND

'
Washington, D. ('., Feb. 5. Claims
Feb. 5. The fight to
Aiken, S. C. Feb. p. The trial of
;Df nver, Colo., Casimero
to
with as- aggregating $71,000 for damage
Re
charged
O.
Beach,
Barela,
Frederick
unseat
Senator
I
i exus,
in
to
citizens
American
r,i
intent
with
kill,
wife
and
his
Las
from
Animas.county,
saulting
publican
the fight-

DEVELOPS SNAG WHEN

was. resumed

today.
early,
Beach and his
accompanied by Mrs. Taylor and Miss
Mrs. Beach was again
Hollins.
in brown and' seemed to be suffering from a slight cold.
Sheriff H. Howard, who was chief
of police of Aiken at the time of the
was called
by Prosecutor
Cuntcr to identify , some footprints
discovered outside of the yard of the
Howard said PoliceBeach cottage.
man Holly had told him the footprints
were his.
A. K. Lorense, editor of a local paper, testified he examined the Beach
premises the night of the assault, and
found eivdences of a struggle in t.'ie
side yard. He said he was with the
chief of police when the latter found
the earrings and comb, belonging to
Mrs. Ueach and the bloodstained fence
picket. He said one of t,he earrings
th
was mashed.
Ha, expressed
opinion they are paBte ind worth
.

wife-arrive- d

d

about

$2.

'

1

On cross examination he paid he
thought a blow from tlii. fence picket on the side of a woman's hea l,
would have been sufficient to knock
the earrings front her ear.
"lint, it wouldn't knock out ;ho
on the other side of her hea-1would it?" asked Prosecutor Cunter.
"Not likely," replied the witness.
Rural Policeman S. E. Holly, tlu
next witness, was asked if he had any
conversation with Beach the night ot
the assault, about the value of the
earrings afterward found.
"Yes, Beach said his wife had lost
a pair of earrings. He said he did
not know their exact value but they
or $5,0(10,"
were worth about $4,0
replied Holly.
Aiken, S. C, Feb. 5. The prosecution in the trial of Frederick O. Ueach
f New York, accused of attacking
Ms wife "with murderous intent" rested today.
Dr. Partridge, of Augusta, Georgia,
was the first witness called by the
diamond studded
Beach's
defense.
knife was shown to him as he identl-eit as one which was submitted
to him last March to be .tested
for traces of blood. ,Dr. Partridge
said his examination showed no trace
of blood.
Mayor Herbert E. Gyles, of Aiken,
testifying for the state, said Beach
gave the knife to him on request about
three weeks after the assault and
later turned it over to Dr. D, "Hastings Wyman, Jr., for 'microscopic examination.
Dr. Wyman testified that he had discovered on the knife what he believed
to be blood stains.
This view was sustained, he said,
by Dr. Boyden M. Mims, of Columbia,
to whom he submitted the knife.
The prosecution offered in evidence
a report from Dr. Mims declaring his
opinion that stains on the steel were
Mood . cells.
It was admitted, however, that the tests were not microscopic and not chemical.
On cross examination, Dr. Wymau
admitted that he had taken the knife
to an Augusta expert, Dr. Partridge,
before submitting it to Dr. Mims. He
suid fliat Dr. Partridge examined the
knife, but declined to express an opincar-ring- s

ion.

"Didn't Dr. Partridge tell you he
couldn't find any trace of blood?'' demanded Col. Henderson.
"If I remembered that he did,
would say so," replied Dr. Wyman.
"Didn't Dr. Partridge cut his finger
and put it on the blade of the knife
ia order to. make a comparative test?"
"I didn't know it if he did."
Lawyers for the defense announced
that they would call about eight witnesses, making it certain that the
case would continue until tomorrow.
1

FIGHT OVER THE

and Douglas, Arizona, during
ing in the first days of the Madero
revolution, are to be pressed upon
Mexico for payment, according to a
resolution adopted by the senate.
Senator Smith of Arizona, declared
himself in favor of having the Unit
ed States pay the claims uud seek re- - BESIEGED FORTRESS
imbursement from Mexico.

TAKE

An
attempt to
Denver, Feb.
show that. Las Animas county officials
had "conspired to delay contest proceedings, in the county in an effort
to allow Senator Casimero Barela to
retain his seat, was Indicated today
by the questioning of the first witness
in the contest hearing
The committee on privileges and elections ruled that all witnesses except the one on the stand, should be
excluded from the hearing. One hundred and fifty witnesses have been
subpoenaed.
District Attorney T. S. Hendrick of
Trinidad, was the first witness aiid in
response to question" stated that a
contest had been filed in the Las
Animas county court and that the
judge fixed the date for hearing so
late that Senator Barela was permitted to take his seat.

ORDEAL

FOR FORTY FIVE

HOURS WITH ONLY EIGHT DEATHS REPORTED SO FAR, THOUGH A
KNIVES TO
SORTIE RESULTS MOST DISASTROUSLY.
BUTCHER ONE ANOTHER.
Alma, Colo., Feb. 'i. Oswald Trele- vay and Fred Kemper are perhaps
mortally wounded, while Mr. and Mrs.
OF GERMAN EMPRESS
John L. Roberts are seriously hurt as REQUEST
the result of a fight with butcher
knives at the Roberts ranch, ten miles
IS REFUSED
f loin here.
According to the report
hoitght to Alma, Treleway and Kem- per, employees of Roberts, began
Tehutalja,
REFUSES REQUEST,
fighting, and Mr. and Mrs. Roberts! London, Feb. 5. During a sortie by
were Injured in tryiirg to separate the Turkish troops from Adrianople
lWrlin Fel)i 5.The Bulgarian
1000 of them were taken pris-- ' eminent lias refused to grant the
tliem.
by the Bulgarians, according to pi,al nmdo by thfi German empress to
a dispatch from Sofia.
for permis- Ule qePn t)f Bulgaria,
of Adrianople, Hon for a German Ked Cross expedi-whicThe bombardment,
opened on Mcnduy, proceeded tion to enter Adrianople to. attend the
,
without interruption today.
Turkish sick and wounded.
After the German ;r- lister at bona
A rpnort was sDread that the Bui- irf.riaiiH had decided to susnend oner- - had tried in vain to induce the Buiutions for 21 hours, so as to givo the garian war authorities to allow GerTurkish garrison an opportunity of man medical help to pass through
their lines, the German empress tele..
surrounding.
Queen Kleonore to use her
graphed
This, however, appears to be withthe Bulgarian governout foundation, as are many of the influence, but
considernow
stories spread broadcast in reference ment makesays that tactical
it impossible to grant her
to conditions around the beleaguered ations
request.
EDOUARD
PELTIER, ILL AND FEEBLE, fortress.
London, Feb. 5. A sharp engageA
from
Belgrade this ment began late today on the Tchatal-j- a
message
IS STRANGLED WHILE SEATED IN
morning, speaks of the "heroic conlines, according to a dispatch from
IS duct" of a couple of Servian
NURSE
TRAINED
LIBRARY.
regi- Constantinople.
The roar of the can-ncments which participated in an atto
is
said
be
plainly audible in the
TO
PIECES
HACKED
tack on the outer circle of forts. There Turkish capital.
is no means of verifying this or any
Feb. C. The
Constantinople,
a other reports, us sucli fighting as may
bombardment, of Adrianople by
Paris, Feb. 5. Edouard Peltier,
took place behind the Bulgarians and Servians has thus
bs in progress,
high official of the French department
of justice, was murdered in his resi- closed doors, so far as the outside far resulted in only eight deaths withDependence has in the city, according to the war ofdence here today. A woman nurse wriid is concerned.
who was attending him was also to be placed on the more or less bias- fice.
ed stories given out oy the respective
killed.
Fifty private houses have been set
The double murder is believed to aimy headquarters. Only on extreme- on fire.
occasions
rare
can
a
newspaper
Sluikri Pasha, commander-in-chie- f
have been committed by an uncap- ly
tured accomplice of the gang of au- - correspondent succeed in circumvent- cf Adrianople, reported by wireless
to the war office here today:
tomobile bandits whose trial is now ing the strict censorship.
GOES TO THE FRONT.
"The enemy is bombarding us. One
going on here.
Constantinople, Feb. 5. Mahmoud hundred and
thirty-eigh- t
It is supposed that the crime was
common
Shefket
and
Pasha, Turkish grand vizier shells and eleven shrapnels fell heavintended as an act of vengeance
and minister of war, left for the front ily in the city, killing
warning.
eight people and
Peltier was formerly chief of the at noon today. His departure is wounding one. A number of houses
bureau of pardons at the ministry of taken to indicate that some forward are in flnm's. The bombardment con- justice, but had been in ill health for action is contemplated by the army atjtlnues,
some time. , He was k man of considerable wealth.
He was found strangled in his DARROW ACTS
FALLING PRICES
nurse's
The
his
in
library.
chair
she
where
OWN
AS
HIS
room,
IN WALL
another
in
body lay
had from all appearances been hackCOUNSELLOR
ed to pieces with an axe.
New York, Feb. 5. Interviews with
by the police of
An investigation
G.
Feb.
Los Angeles, Cal.,
Again leading representatives of financial
the young woman's past has given
Clarence
own
as
his
the
and
counsel,
and railroad interests setting forth
she
that
acting
the
theory
rise to
optimistic views, received scant conmurderer were associated with the S. Darrow, former chief counsel for
ex- sideration in the face of falling
prices
"demon chauffeur" Bonnot, and his the McXamara brothers, cross
the amined Bert Franklin today and ob- in Wall street today.
gang. It is thought she admitted
moto
the
was
that
admission
More attention
Franklin,
paid
murderer to the house, and he, after tained an
of the his quondam chief "investigator" in tives behind the sale of various seend
an
made
Peltier
strangling
im- curities whose weakness permeated
sole witness. About $1,000 cash was the dynamite trial, had procured
munity for testifying against him. the whole market.
stolen.
Franklin admitted he had pleaded
Legal obstructions to the concluto having bribed Robert Bain, sion of the
neogtiations fail
guilty
THE OAV IN CONGRESS. the McXamara juror, for the corrup- ure to pay off at this time, the back
tion of whom Darrow is now on trial, dividend on can preferred, and re- and that he also had been "exempted" ports of unsatisfactory conditions in
SENATE.
S
from punishment for testifying against the copper trade were responsible for
Convened at noon.
- SS
Darrow in the case growing out of the the spread of the bearish sentiment.
Interstate Commerce commitSome resistance was offered at first,
tee deferred final action on House X alleged bribery of George N.
of X
valuation
a McXamara veniremen. Dar- by the railroad leaders, but ultimately
bill for physical
railroads and set February 11 for X row was tried several months ago they gave way with the rest of the
X en the Lockwood
charge and was ac- list.
hearing railroad interests.
Tobacco moved up and down within
X
Joint congressional committee X quitted.
i.E in- X
Franklin declared his immunity was a range of four points on the ancompleted official program
X a "matter of opinion," but at
X augural ceremonies.
length nouncement of 5 per cent quarterly
In formal statement, Senators X accepted a stipulation made by As- dividend, and au extra payment of
X
On the curb standard
X Chilton and Watson denied all X sistant District Attorney Joseph Ford 15 per cent.
The oil shares continued their recent adX charges against legality of their X that he had obtained immunity.
'
immunity feature was credited with vance. Bonds were easy."
X election.
Reiteration of rumors about imX
Adopted concurrent resolution X having exercised great influence with
by Pennsylvania
X authorizing presentation o'. claim X the jury which acquitted Darrow in pending financing
caused steady sales of the stock and
N on Mexico for damages to Amen- X the first trial.
There was not
it lost
X
X cans along the border.
much loss of life in the rest of the
X
Passed bill limiting appoint- X ALASKANS
ARE
market but the tone continued deX ment of army and navy officers X
pressed.
X to diplomatic and consular offices X
ENTERPRISING
Selling ceased in the middle of the
.
X
X 6n the retired list.
HE
and prices recovered slightDECLARES
afternoon
X
to
an
amendment
Introduced
X
ly.
X
to
bill
X postoffice appropriation
The market closed heavy. Shorts
admit books and small nursCry Xj Washington, D. C, Feb. 5. "An inX dictment is a presumption of honor showed no desire to buy back stocks
X stock to parcel post.
in the day and the list acX
Reached agreement to vote dur- - X in Alaska," declared Falcon Jocelyn sold early
in spots on
X ing legislative day of February Xjof Fairbanks, protesting today before cordingly kept drooping
Issues
reflectCopper
offerings.
light
house
X
the
committee
territories
11 on Connecticut river dam bill.
ed the publication
of unfavorable
and Senator Burton opened de- - X against restrictions on open resources trade views
and there was intermit' X of that
bate in defense of bill.
territory.
"The indicted men," he declared, tent selling of Reading and and Union
X
HOUSE.
Pacific.
X "are the most enterprising in Alaska."
Convened at noon.
Mr.
the
situation
X
Joselyn portrayed
Territories committee listened
to protests against restrictions X as iniminical to Alaskan,
OLD WILD
and said men were afraid to
development of Al- WILL BE
resources.
;cate lands for fear of indictment on
He
collusion.
of
asked
for
- X suspicion
favorcommittee
Expositions
legislation "to make Alaska." .
Wabhiuglou, D. C.. Feb. 3. "Hough
ably reported bill for delegation
X of congressmen to attend unveil- - X
riders" and "wild west" features that
X ing of Jefferson Memorial at St. X PREFER MARRIAGE TO DIVORCE. marked the inauguration parade four
X Louis.
X
years ago, are to be repeated March
Mo- - Feb- 5
stThe divorce 4 it transpired today, when the inauX
Recommendations that national X
X banks be permitted to loan mon- - X case of '"Ptain Frederick W. Ben-- gural committee received word that
ey on real estate were made to Xtee"' seventh United States Infantry, Maricopa county, Arizona, is to chartX rtirrenrv reform committee'
'against his Cuban wife, Maria Casa- - er special train on which it will send
nova Benteen, was dropped, in the an Indian band and 200
X
Effort to displace consideration
cowboys to
circuit court here today. Neither tpke part in the parade. They are to
X of miscellaneous legislation
on
Captain Benteen nor his wife appear- bring
X Wednesday calendar, with debate
paraphernalia to illustrate
ed when the case was called.
X on District of Columbia ap.i o
events and customs of the old frontier
The attorney for the Captain said
priation bill, failed.
his client had not answered a letter days.
Democrats
agreed to caucus
inquiring his wishes In .regard to the SMASHED WINDOWS
Saturday on battleship appropriasuit Thereupon JodgeVTaylor distion.
"FOR THE CAUSE."
missed the case. When 'the suit was
filed in April, 1912, Captain Benteen
London, Feb. 5. Margaret James, a
was stationed at Jefferson barracks,
INCREASED BY MILLIONS.
near here, and his wife was living at militant suffragette, was today senTrenton,' N. J., Feb. 5. The United a St Louis hotel. The captain since tenced to six months imprisonment
States Paper Board - company today has been transferred to San Francis at the old Bailey sessions on tha
filed with the secretary of state a co and a few months ago ' his wife charge of wrecking a number of wincertificate Increasing Its captial stock went west. It is believed there has dows. She pleaded that she had
broken the windows "for the cause."
-r
been a reconciliation.
from $123,000 to $14,500,000.
USED
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HAS WITHSTOOD TERRIBLE

one-hal-

STILL WARM

RESOLUTION FOR
LATE SOLOMON LUNA.
The house yesterday passed a
resolution of respect to the mem- ory ot the late Solomon Luna
and containing a message of con- dolence to Mrs. Luna and other
relatives. The resolution was
made a part of the permanent
.
hous-jrecord of the legislative
John Baron Burg, of Bernali lo
county, objected to the wording
of the resolution but his remarks
were ignored by the house n w!
the resolution as read, was
adopted by uanimou-- vote.
X X X X X X X X X X

1,000 PRISONERS
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WEST"
SEEN

,

Burnr

nine

Removal Notice
Have now taken possession of
their new quarters formerly
occupied by TOWNSEND'S.

in
14

r.nrii
IILnL
CURE

NECESSARY

Settles

FOR U. S.

Diapepsin"
Soure uptfet Stomachs
in Five Minutes.

, 'Pape's

THE

1 WINTER GROCERY CO.
AND RETAIL

j

-

flfty-jce-

-

Santa

i

Phone Black

45

j

LEO HERSCH

a

m

4f)

Wood

oal

SAWED WOOD

DAWSON COAL
Fancy Egg

Fancy Lump

Domestic Lump

BUY IT OF CRICHTON."
Phone One Double

O

J.

READ'S HISTORY IS
LAUDED BY WORLD
KNOWN HISTORIAN
O. F.

LIGHTING

ELECTRICAL

and

FIXTURE WORK

OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS.

Have Your House

Wired While

You

Can

HAVE IT DONE AT COST.
Phone 223 J.

Percolators , Grills,
Irons, Etc.

ASK FOR TICKETS
SHIP YOUR FREIGHT
B,sbee' Douglass and
riVUJH
all points, in New Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
CENTRAL, to Torrance thence.

EDnM

PC

C ANITA

JinlA

IE

To El Pa

East
or

The

Best
Route

!kpFwest

For Rates and Full Information Address
0 F & p AGENT,

EUGENE FOX,

EL PASO, TEXAS.

INSTITUTE

MILITARY

NEW MEXICO

Sprains

g

years
with rheumatism lor
1 have lust
got hold of your Liniiim;'h
ment, and it has done nie eoauU
the
g.Hal. .Mv knees do not pain
swelling has gone."

OWNERS
THE

FAST

ARE

Quiets the Nerves

-A

FORESTS--

51ns. A.Weidmax, of 403 Thompjon
" The
Bt., Maryville, Mo., writes :
nerve in my leg was destroyed nvo
a
me
with jerking
year? ago and left
at night so that I could not sleep. A
friend told nie to try your Liniment
anil now 1 could not do without it. I
iiud after Its use 1 can sleep."

MEMORIAL BRIDGE FINDS FAVOR.
THE ASPHALT TRUST

THE CAUSE

OF TROUBLE ABOUT CASTRO.
By Gilson Gardner.
Washington, Feb. 5. The amount,

f

SLOANS
LINIMENT

i

imber cut in the United States each
year is three times the total annual
of tlio
growth. This is the answer
conservationists to the demand tlwi
the government cut more of Its ua
Clonal forests. The government holct
of the total timber supenly
ply of the country and the private
owners are eating up the other
more rapidly than it is growing.
The only hope for the public Is in the
careful husbanding of the
which remains.
1

I keep it on
My daughter
sprained her wrist and used your
Liniment, and it has not hurt her
" la a good

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

'The West Point of the Southwest.

Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.
War Department.
Located

the beuutfTul Pecos
Valley, 3, 700 feet above sealevel,
sunshine every day. ODeo air
work throughout the entire
in

ses-sio-

r

S

i

3
'

Conditions (or physical
and mental development are
IDEAL such as cannot be found
elsewhere in America. Fourteen officers and Instructors, all
graduates from standard Eastern colleges.
Ten buildings.
modern In every respect.

JnsKPH
IT vrCHF.R,
l na, N.
C,
ll.F.U.No. 4.

of

four-fifth- s

Regents

:

h

.

.1. P. WHITE. Treasurer.
JOHN W. PO, Secretary.
W. A. FINLAY.

a For particulars and illustrated
address.

i

COL.JAS. W. WILLS0SDp(.

cata-ogu-

GOODS.

16U

Phone

x

'.

.

A perfect substitute for face pow
der; a perfect skin food with mar
Removes
velous curative Drooerties.
tan or'any
black heads, pimples,
chapped condition of the skin. Our

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

CAPITAL COAL YARD
PHONE 85 MAIN.

wb

"ry

V-i'-

)':v

Wood

oal

LENTEN SEASON

FACTORY WOOD
SAWED WOOD
CORD WOOD

SWASTIKA LUMP
CERRILLOS LUMP

IS HERE!

STEAM COAL
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.

We are fully prepared
to answer satisfactorily all your wants

Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.

LOOK THIS LIST OVER

2

CAREFULLY:
SARDINES,

Imported-

-

and

-- i

Do

i

HEW MEXICAN PBLNTING
'
.Looal Agents for

mestic.

CO.

BIS MARK HERRING in the can.
CLAMS', CLAM CH0WDER.CLA1K

"Elastic" Bookcase
and Desk ccmbifteoY

JUICE, MINCED CLAMS.
MEAT, DEVILED CRABS,

CRAB

"

YARMOUTH

CAVIAR,
FRESH

LOBSTER.

MACKEREL,

!!"
B- -

'

rp

S

T?

cfIC

f

Hr

bilities. Cifl,wmeotebxnr .
us about tt.

MILCHER HERRING.

CHEESE

F

Uttfc WW, few o
many Souk UUU as isisti.
Tb only ptrftct combrnirlon
dnhsnd boosrtir ever made.
Roomy, eonvenieob attrac- Hvc We wnt to ihow yoo
its advantafts and poai- -

BLOATER,

Jg
&

A De

KIPPERED HERRING,

j

nn..'PIe

NOTHING as to touch the button and
Is ready to cook your
iron ready to use, your toasted
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuum cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heat-e- d
rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day and n'ght' Estimates and full infor-

5

HE

;

j

THESE DAYS OF MODERN METHODS, Electricity plays a most
tant part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the modern home and why all this light ? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that Is easy on the eyes is very much to be
desired.

mation cheeerfully given.

j

-

I

rui

r in tnnjmnuxriixiJvvnnriAriruv
P

T
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IS QUITE SO

!

ZOOK'S PHARMACY

If Its Hardware We Have

FOW ER

Colonial Dames

rouge and massage cream cannot be
No
hair growing oils.
equalled.
These goods comply with the pure
food and drug laws. For sale by
Zook's Pharmacy.

COMPANY.

IN

PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
Your druggist will refund money If
PAZO OINTMENT fails to cure any
case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding oi
Protrudtag PHes in 6 to 14 days. 50c.

Beautifier

14- -

LIGHT

GOMPERS CASE SET
FOR FEBRUARY 25TH.
Washington, Feb. 5. Argument on
the appeal of Samuel Gompers, John
Mitchell and Frank Morrison, American Federation of Labor officials, convicted of contempt of court and under jail sentences in connection with
the Bucks Stove and Range company
case., todav were set for February 25
end 26, in District of Columbia court
of appeals.

t

tn

THE FIRST

WE PREFER THE SLOW, SURE, HONEST

HARDWARE

WOOD-DAVI- S

iitim hoon tlin riiitsrjaw.
tally, of course, we have reversed all
our historic traditions in applying alleged immigration regulations to what
is obviously a political case.

j

frr-vp-

v

OF MONEY

FULL

METHOD OF FILLING OUR TUB WITH MANY LITTLE DROPS.

at the instigation of our asOur immigration authort
trust.
phalt
Inciden- -

j

1

.

WE DON'T WANT TO MAKE A TUB

merely

MUST
THOSE

sen-jwhe-

.

Dr.
EarlS.

Mat.

i

HARDWARE

BUY YOUR

YOU

WE SQUEEZE OUR PRICES DOWN WHEN WE MARK OUR

TIME YOU DEAL WITH US.

Boston.

re-s-

WONT GET "PINCHED" WHEN

FROM US.

cattle, hogs
awl. poultry sent
irei-Address .

Sloan,

a couple of days ago. Mr. Duncan,
the proprietor of the quarry, reviewed
the history of his business concern in
the matter of the shortening day. He
said he found the men worked mo
efficiently when they had a shorter
The rest, the recreation, or
day.
other reasons were sufficient to bring
about the apparently anomalous result of more work in less time under
exactly the same conditions of toil.

j

R. A. CAHUON. President.
J. E. RHEA.

YOU

Si

At All Dealers
Price
25c, 50c., $1.00
book on
Sinn's
,
hor.-s-

That a stonecutter can do more work
and actuality doeB do more work in
nine hours than he does in 10, in eig.'.t
hours than he does in nine, and :u
seven hours than he does in eight,
is the serious contention of the proprietor of one of the largest stout
quarries In Vermont, who has kepi,u
etliciency records on his quarry for
period of thirty years.
were presemeu iu mc wuuii.-- .
hahnr todav bv Samuel Gompers in a
letter which was read into the recori

otf

...

gih'-e-

one-fift- h

one-fift-

Liniment.

hand all the time.

j

-

St.--,

Miss
Mahoxey, of 2708 K.
W. Washington, D.C., writes: "1
nvs

Rev. Fr Zephyrin Englehardt,
known historian of the
Order of Sanit Francis, author of
("The Missionaries of California" and
other now famous historical works
has passed judgment on Benjamin M.
Head's "Illustrated History of New
Mexico" in the following words:
A bill for an eight-hou- r
day for
"Old Mission, Santa Barbara, Cal.,
vomen working in the District of
Feb.. 1st, 1913.
is being pushed by the Nation"Mr. Benjamin M. Read,
At hearings
al Consumer's league.
"Santa Fe, N. M.
"Dear Mr. Read: I have cursorily before the senate and house commitemexamined your History of New Mex- tees it was disclosed that women
work
in
nation's
the
one
who
book-worand
capital
ployes
a
ico. Only
like myself repeatedly viaited the in the department stores, hotels and
scene of action and scanned the old launderies 10, 12, and 15 hours a day,
records of the territory, can appre- often for wages as low as $4 and $3 a
as
ciate the immense labor, the close ap- week. The department stores,
i usual, are the worst offenders.
They
and
the
plication,
pararch involved in the compilation of work their employes overtime, holiIt Is ticularly during the Christmas
a work of, such magnitude.
and pay nothing extra for the
pleasant to note your evident deter- days,
mination to be accurate in whatever extra time. AVashington is a model
of city, possibly,'.. in some respects, but
you state .concerning the history
law- - for the protection
of
the early days. Being myself familiar not in its
women
I
employees.
Congress is direct
with the records of the past, am glad
to be able to say as much; for moat ly responsible.
of what has been printed, except the
A memorial which will typify reunworks of Bandelier, Lumis, Hodge,
ion and . renewed friendship between
Cushing and those of the same historical school, may be called trash, the north and. the south is an idea
seems to be meeting with apnay worse than trash, because of tho which
by
circulated
representatives of all parties
proval
wilful misrepresentations
as facts. Allow me to congratulate in congress. It was well voiced dur-ithe discussion of the Lincoln meyou, and to express the wish that you
when James R. Mann, leader
may soon find It necessary to- bring morial
out a second edition. With best cf the minority, alluded to the plan for
a memorial bridge across the Poto-- )
wishes for future success.
mac. He said:
I am respectfully,
"I think we can well afford to do
"FR. ZEPHYRIN, O. F. M."
"P. S You may take It as certain that which shows that the country
It. again a reunited countny with the
that Brother Escalona and Brother
of war passed by, if not forpassions
two
dist'net persons.
De la Cruz were
I would erect a memorial to
Defoury only followed good authori- gotten.
Abraham Lincoln on the farther side
ties. The "Crdnica Mlscelanea" vol of
the Washington monument,
Just
I. of Guadalajara 1y Fr. Tello has it
side of the Potomac river, across
this
"FrancisSee
my
plainly enough.
enns in Arizona." Fr. Forchegu has a tue river from the home of Robert E.
Lee and the burial place of both Union
copy, also Fr. Deraches, and the Chris- and Confederate
soldiers, and then I
tian Brothers, I believe. Z."
would erect a memorial bridge across
tlie Potomac river, joining the then
Confederate states with the Union;
GIVE
GIRLS
Mr. Speaker, joining the memory
RINGS and,
BACK
of Abraham Lincoln with the memor-i- f
s and respect for Lee.
Aye, Mr.
Philadelphia, Peiin., Feb. 5. Magi- Speaker, I would go farther.
In the
law
the
strate Briggs today expounded
course of years not far distant, J
off
would
that when a young women breaks
construct a- - roadway from
her" engagement with a young man she Washington to Mount Vernon, from
must return the presents he has given Mount Vernon to Richmond, and at
her and reconsidered in the light of the other end of the roadway have
obtaining valuables under false pre- the government of the United States
tenses.
construct a memorial
to Jefferson
Samuel Levin caused the arrest of Davis, the president of the ConfederMiss Lizzie Posner, to whom he was ate States." (Applause).
"When we have done that we havr
engaged, because she refused to return, to him a diamond ring valued at shown to the world that the hearts ot
at $15. all Americans beat' in the present as
S173 and a bracelet valued
Levin and Miss Posner were to have ia the past with respect and love for
been married last August, but just their leaders on both sides.
We can
nbout that time Levin lost his position afford to forget the animosities and
the passions in the peace that pas
and the wedding was postponed.
In court this morning Miss Posner seth all understanding."
informed Magistrate Briggs that she
"wouldn't marry Sammy if he was the
The asphalt trust Is the party reallast man on earth" and she "would not ly responsible for keeping Castro out
return his presents."
of the United States. The most im
she was held hi $400 bail for Court. portant thing about Venezuela to the
United States is its asphalt lakes.)
DEAFNESS Ca'nVoT BE CURED
The product of these lakes come to!
by local applications, as they cannot
reach the diseased portion of the ear. 'he United States under a concession
by the President of Venezue-;
There is only one way to cure deaf- - granted
a to certain rich men in Philadelphia
ness, and that is by constitutional and New
York. Colonel Barbour used
remedies.
Deafness is caused by an
"? "l ",B nea OI lne Pium trust, 'i
Inflamed condition or the mucous lin
W nf fho R,,tnM.ion Tnho whon rut before he died there was a squab- iihu tnho u inrinmori vnn havA a mmh. bIe among the financiers and Barbour
thrown out 8nd BOlne
ling sound or imperfect hearing, and!88
ot In.
The political tricl("
it is entirely closed. Deafness is!,,e!nan
fthe result, and unless the lnflamma- - " mcn got castro out 01 llla country
tion can be taken out and this tube re-- ! v'a PUt Up by the - ltBabU' as-- i
Even while
stored to its normal condition, hear-- ii13" concessionaries.
in- - will h
rninp Bartur was alive an effort was made
ristpvpri
cases out of ten are caused by Ca.;,Ee.t the Present concession revoked!
e
itarrh. which is nothing but an.
t?,put u,p Job wlth CaBtropeop,e are more worried
out
flamed condition of the mucous sui- Castro s movements than are the neo '
of Venezuela, and it was they who
wo .m .h
o
the matter P
our state de- ifoi any case of Deafness (caused byi!
"
or me
wagei
cannot
be
cured
that
?
byi
catarrh)
Hall's Catarrh Cure. . Send for cir- The i.wcui, ui uuuimerce ana laoor.
latter tried to ge the President
culars, free.
c; Venezuela to back up the ruling
. F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
ot the immigration bureau against
, Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Castro, but Venezuela declined to mess
const!-patloTake Hall's Family Pills for
' in, so what- has been done baa "been
r.. the well

'

pains-takin-

V. SPARKS, ELECTRICIAN,

PRIVATE
DEPLETING

,

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and 5alt.

I Neuralgia
uiul

Do some foods you eat hit back
tnste good, but work badly; "ferment
into stubborn lumps and cause a sick,
or
sour, gassy stomuch? Now, Mr.
Mrs. Dyspeptic jot this down: Pape's
Diapepsin digests everything, leaving
nothing to sour and upset you. There
never was anything so safely quick,
so certainly effective. No difference
hr,w badly your stomach is disordered
miyou will get happy relief in Ave
is
most
you
what
but
pleases
nutes,
that It strengthens . and regulates
fayour stomach so you can eat your
vorite foods without fear,
Jtost remedies give you relief
thv are slow, but not
sure. Diapepsin is quick, positive
'and puts your stomach in a healthy
corne
(condition so the misery won't
back.
You feel different as soon as Dlapep-- '
with the stomach
sin comes in contact
'
vanishes your
distress just
Ktoinatfh gets sweet, no gases, no
belching, no eructations of undigested
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
rood, your head clears and you- feel
fine.
Oo now, make the best Investment
All kinds of flowers, jarden & field seeds in bulk and packages
ALFALFA SEED.
you ever made by getting a large
from
case of Pape's Diapepsin
Fe
The only exclusive grain house in
five
any drug store. You realize in
minutes how needless it is to suffer
fiom indigestion, dyspepsia or any
Phone Black! stomach disorder.

WHOLESALE

5, 1913.

3

CONSERVATION I Rheumatism

n

DYSPEPSIA

GROCERY CO.

THE WINTER

if

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY
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OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION,

FRESH FISH
Wednesdays

&

Fridays

OYSTERS

Department of the Interior.. V. S.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Janu- '.
ary 14th, 1913.
Notice Is' hereby given that Juan
Gonzales, of Gallsteo, N. M., who. on'
Tonnnrv 14th. 1908. made Homestead
Entry No. 05420, for N 2 NB
secNB
SW
NB 4 NW
tion 9, Township 10 N, Range 18. B.,
M M P. Meridian, has filed notice
of intention to make Five Year proof,
to establish claim tome tana aoova
Re
earrttMrT. before HetiSter U
celver XJ. 8. Laud Office, at Saata Fe,
N. M on the Slat aay or reoraarr.

b

-

juunnnAruutrinnrutnnxuvvnftnin

1--

J

- Claimant names as witnesses:
' Teodoro Tapla, ot Oalisteo, N. M.r
Albino Baca, of GaMsteo. N. M.; Ne
. nalluni nf fianta Fe.N. M.S

l&Canuel Gonzales, of Galiateo, N. M.
1
M A nllTKTj K. UTIUHV,

.

Daalata

I

1--

1--

Modern Grocery Co.

.....

4ft. A

1--

It will not pay you to .waste your
time .writing out your legal teems
when yen can get them already printed at the New Mexican Printing cot
rNew-

-

Mexican

want ads.

brins retafa.
.1

-

J

"41-

FEBRUARY

WEDNESDAY,
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5, 1913.

Department of the Interior, IT. S.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N, ST., Jan-

MASGMIC.

You Should Buy Prudently.

OF GARMENT

Montezuma
Lodge
No. 1, A. F. & A. M.

A

WORKERS' STRIKE

Mary 2'''

m3'

Notice is hereby given that Nicolas
Regular communl- 'Gonzales, of Cialisteo, N. M., who, on
cation first Monday January C, 190S, made Homestea
SW
Sec.
of each month at 051118, No. 127G3, for S
Section 29, Town- NW
at 20, N
Masonic
Hall
j

-

1

Your success in providing against a rainy day success in
life, in fact, is measured by the way you spend your earnings.
All of your spending should be done with foresight and prudence,
for your person and
and this is true of the articles
.
your home above all

THE DAILY NEW MEXICAN STAFF INVESTIGATOR IN NEW YORK
AND ABRAMOWITZ, THE FACTORY OWNER.
Boyte O'Reilly.)
jew loi-K- l'cu. a. l nave just
fh ished another day among the striking garment workers of New York.
put in 15 hours trying to find out just
two things why these hundred thousand girls and women, with no funds
nid no power behind them, have bo
b'avely struck, and why their employ-- i
ers, with so much money and so
much power, have refused to heed
their demands ever so slightly. And
talked to scores of "the girls''
do
and to many of the bosses; and here,!
that you, too, may know both sideSj
cf this tremendous strike, I set down
side by side the stories of I.aura Pod-,
and Louis Abdieeki, sw
runiowitz, big boss stories that they
each told me with their own lips.

INTERVIEWS

THE SWEAT-

LAURA,

-

2

ship 10 N., Range 13 K., N. M. I'.
Meridian, has filed notice of intentio.i
CHAS. E. LINNEY, Secretary.
to make five year proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, be- iuiin. i k i iiiiiiiur iu ioro ii, u. ninseii, u. is. torar., ai
1, R. A. M.
Regular Stanley, N. jr., on March B, 3913.
convocation
second
names
Claimant
as witnesses'
Monday cf each month FuuHtin Tapia, lienito Romero, Isabel
at Masonic Hall at Tapia and Ililario Raca, all of Oalis-te7:20 p. in.
X. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
II. P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN,
Register.
7:30.

K. R. PAUL, W. M.

(By-Mar-

you-bu-

,

thi-.gs-

ft

1

Prudence in buying is principally in reference to the things
to be bought and the means, place, and time to buy or not to buy.
Unless you are careful ipon these points the goods more than
likely will prove disappointing and your cost of living may rise
.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES

MISS O'REILLY REPORTS BOTH SIDES'

quite unnecessarily.
exercise prudence in your purchases by knowthe
best
places to secure the best qualities at the right time.
ing
Each day the advertisers of THE NEW MEXICAN tell you these
things, and it is to your interest to start today and read these
advertisements closely and constantly.
You can only

g

I

.o.

J..A.-MASSI- E,

j

Secretary.

1

.rfi

!

eater-slave-

HOUSE PASSES DIRECT
ELECTION OF SENATORS

-'

-

"V;V
u'

conclave fourth Mon
day In each month at
Masonic Hall at 7:30
p. m.

W.

NOTICE FOR

Qanfa Pa Pnmmfliiflnrv
No. 1, K. T. Regular

3l

WESLEY (). CONNER,
K GRIFFIN, Recorder.

PUBLICATION.

uiuce ai earna

January

E. C.
j

'

r e,

-

iv. m.
28, 1913.

Notice Is hereby given that Filo-- ;
niena Pino d Alarid, heir of Joso
do la Cruz Pino, of Calisteo, N. if.,
who, on Nov. 2(i, 1910, made Home-- !
stead Entry No. 014579, for SW
SW
Sec. 31, Twp. 12 N
and
X
NW
SW
NW
Section
6, Township 11 N., Range 13 E N. M.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to mako five year proof, to establish claim to the land above described, before Register and Receiver,
V. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
on the 10th day of March, 1913.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Juan Baca, I'lacido Lopez, of Lcyla,
N. M., Antonio
Villaiiueva, Agustin
Ramirez, of Ualisteo, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

WHAT LAURA SAID
Santa Fo Lodge of PerLaura Poddrechi, girl of 15, on
fection No. J, 14th de"scab"
before
a
shop,
peket duty
gree. Ancient and Acleaned back against an iron basement
cepted Scottish Rite of
'
The railing.
as 31 in favor and 6 against.
Free Masonry meets on
The house late yesterday afternoon
a
has
been
this
ix members
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hard;
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to
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Visiting
"Tell me about yourself, before the
eral Constitution for the direct elec- ruin R. Montoya and Francis .3 Q.jiii-Masons are cordially invited to attend,
'
ua.
strike," I urged.
The
JAMES A. MASSIE, 32,
tion of United States senators.
The house also passed another wild! "Me? Why. I ain't any different
Venerable Master.
passage of tills resolution by the housa
mo
When
and my;
II. F. STEPHENS, Secretary.
was not expected, but there fa a gravf. animal bounty bill after amending it'rom anybody.
m
m'y came to this country--frothe certificates negotia- question as to whether it will paBS so as to make
B. P. O. E.
the senate" although stand pat mem ble. The- - wild animal bounty industry, r.ussland that was four years ago
Santa Fe LodgeXo
hers of the senate assert that ils pas as shown by the New Mexican some e en my momer sue aieu. no i
went to no school like she said
P. O. E,
460, B.
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'
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holds its regular
by the two members of congress froii: of onr infant industries nnrl tins nevesession on the sec- Department of the Interior.
New Mexico. The measure as it pa been overlooked by any legislature, in zka over there got me my first job
ond
fourth
and
If. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
rta the house, is similar to the on recent years. The new bill is sal n.aking 'eight dozen skirts fer $1 a
Jan. 10, 1913.
on anything yet passed. veek.
Wednesday cf each
aOcpted in many of the other states
V i t i t Ing
month.
"Hard? Sure! l!ut it was work oil
The resolution was passed under srs It passed 3 to 0.
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short do
ed and welcome.
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T. BLANDY,
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ti e attention of the' house that tha calendar for today. The house then 0 healthy when yer mother ain't
Exalted Ruler,
home to cook. So 1 says like this:
twe senators and congressmen favor adjourned until 2 p. m., today.
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P M. A. LIENAU,
'Me fer another job.'
don't ask fer
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when published in the New Mexican busheling and examining,
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the crowded street was getting. "
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Instantly
boss he up and says, 'Well, there's the filled with screaming,
wodo
much
how
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struggling
Abramowitz,
wrrk and there's the door, see?'
It will not pay you to waste your
men. In the melee no one heard the your girl workers earn new hands,
ODD FELLOWS,
"After that I got work by the piece, clang of partol gongs. Five minutes ior instance?"
No. 2. I. O. O. F. time writing out your legal form
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Gurule, of La Jara, N. M., who, on
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June 10, 1910, made Homestead Entry'
jis at the head of the executive depar- A MAN
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in Detroit, answered "Commis-jSione- r
No. 013G1S. for SW
Section IK.
MEANS A FIGHT tment Croul."
'
nlsh 22 N., Range 1 W, N. M. P.
STOCKING
BANK
Two Italians asking citizenship were
has tiled notice of inten-- !
Meridian,
Detroit, Feb. 5. Fourth of July as jiefusod by the court, one because he
ticn to make five year proof, to e To Have Your Upholstering and
Minneapolis,
Minn., Feb. 5. Miss tabllsh claim to the l.inrl nhnvp rip- - Furniture Repairing Done. Work
celebrated In the United States signi- stated that he had been in the United
fies to one foreigner. In the
States 10 years but that his wife and Julia Southall, 72 years old, fell a scribed, before Charles W. Holman, of the Best. Prices Right.
court for naturalization Friday, the child were in Italy, the other because victim to the politest highwayman in V S. Comr., Cabezon, N. M., on March
WE MAKE .
word fight." This was the miKwor he could not tell the court the names the world today.
- 1913.
Kitchen Cabinets, Step Ladders,
the
some
of
the
court
in
of
officials
given
the country,
aB witnesses:
namps
by the man questionShe lost $5000 m stock certificates x.,Claiman'
Counters, Shelving, Ironinf Tables.
ed to ascertain his Qualifications fori or the name of a Michigan CongressGutierrez, Trinidad
Duran,
and
m
Miss
Southall
cash.
$500
nearly
,
Juan Duran a
f T Jar
citizenship six of the eight persons man, senator or state officer.
j,
RERAIR WORK OF ALL KINDS
was on her way to a bank to deposit Marino
w no
applied.
Cordova, of Cuba, N. M.
BIG MELoVlS CUT.
the money and the stock certificates.
OTERO,"
MANUEL
R.
Another
of the amuslne answers
Neatly and Cheaply Done.
New York. Feb. 5. More than
vvhtm a polite stranger offered to aid
i WHERE DIRECT CONNECTIONS ARE MADE
given to queries by the court came
Register.
will be distributed
among her in crossing the street.
when the applicant was asked who en- holders of the common stock of the
"Look out for the mud," warned state of New Mexico,
forced the laws of the United States. American Tobacco company, from ft
SAMA FE, N. M
County of Santa Fe.
His quick response was "the police- fifteen per cent extra dividend de- the man, and the aged woman grasped;
lepbooe 157 W.
her skirts to keep them from the j In the Probate Court for and in the
man." Still another, when asked who clared today.
slush under foot. In doing so she exCounty of Santa Fe.
posed the bulge In her stocking, where! In the Matter of the Estate of Christ-- !
THROUGH
TO
she had placed her wealth for safe- ina L. Grimshaw, deeased.
'
NOTICE OF APPOINTMENT
keeping until she could reach the!
j
PRESENTATION OF CLAIMS.- lank.
May Concern
"Excuse me," said the stranger, iTonii" nom
For Repairing of All Kinds
The undersigned was duly appointed
"but there is a string trailing from
s administrator
of
In Metal and Wood
estate
the
of
your dress. I will remove it."
fhrintinn T. nWmchau.
He stooped down, knife in hand tne 6th d
of .Tamml.y1913 and duIy
GUNS, BICYCLE,
,
and then vanished up the street with qualified as such
on the 7th day of
the woman's money and stock certi- January, 1913. All
KEY
and
LOCK,
persous
having
ficates which he had extracted from claims against the estate of Christina
For Informatien as to Rates, Reservations, etc., call on
USED iwr WOULD OVER 7V OORT 4 OOLO IK OME DAT.
the stocking after slitting It open,
L. Grrmshaw, deceased, shall present
UPHOLSTERING SPECIALTIES
T Wm. M. Scott, Traveling Freight and Passenger Agent, New
Miss Southall did not discover her them to the undersigned administrator
Always remember the full name. Look
-loss until she reached the bank, when within the time prescribed by law.
1 Mexican Building, or at Union Depot. .
128 Galisteo SL Phooe 10 J
far this signature' on every box. 25o.
FRANCIS C. WILSON,
an examination of her stocking reAdministrator,
vealed the truth.',
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WILSON KEEPS
HUMAN CHAIN
ALL GUESSING
ACROSS THE
CONTINENT

"IF WOMEN KNEW BASEBALL

THEY'D BE AS
CRAZY ABOUT IT AS MEN, SAYS MRS. CHANCE
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Trenton, N. J., Feb. 5. Presidentelect
Wilson sees no particular reason why he should announce his cabinet before he is inaugurated, though
he indicated today that he would try
to reach a decision as to selections
before that time."
,
"I remember very well," said the
governor, "that President Cleveland
did not announce his 'cabinet until
after he had been inaugurated
and
there were speculations and guesses!
until the very day of the announce
nient."
....
,
he'
Tlie governor said he hoped
would not find, it necessary to follow.
that pr cedent.
Mr. Wilson was urged today to ap
point iiH secretary or agriculture C.
S. Barrett, of Union City, Ga president of the National Farmers union.
When asked about his attitude toIllinois senatorial contest,
ward
the governor replied: "All I have said
is that the Democrats ought to return the
choice and in view
of the primary vote in Illinois, I felt
they were entitled to two Democratic
,
senators.

-

'

J

'

Snapped on the'

I

Olendora. Cal., Feb, 5. Few, if any
newspapers, have ever interviewed
Porch of the Chance
.Mrs. Ftank Chance, wife of the
a year leader of the New York
Ranch at Glendora,
Mrs. Frank doesn't beHighlanders.
lieve in Interviews. She doesn't seek
She would rather sit
the limelight.
California,
euictly at home on Frank's Glendora
reason
it
is
and
for
this
oiange ranch,
tliat the average reader hears little
i bout the wife of the most
famous
baseball player in the world and the
Mghest salaried man on the diamond.
Mrs. Frank impresses you as being
ti very determined
woman, but she de--:
tiies emphatically that she bosses
Frank, or that she influenced him to
ro back into baseball as the presiding
tenius of the Highlanders.
"I did not send any telegrams to
Mr. Chance telling him that his orange
crop was ruined and that he had better sign up, as has been reported,"
indignantly denied Mrs. Chance.
"Mr. Chance is a mau who is well j
nnie to attend to his own affairs. J
am not delighted that he has gone
back into baseball as I had planned at
least a year's rest on the ranch."
The real boss of the Cub ranch nosed into the conversation .He is a muscular bulldog with a nicely undershot
jaw and a general air of "ownership.
He looks at visitors suspiciously, then
eyes his mistress and if she doesn't
appear to object the dog calmly seats
himself on her lap and listens to the
conversation, cocking an Inquisitive
ear occasionally just to let people
know that he Is on the job.
Mrs. Chance stroked the bulldog's
head while she continued her remarks
on baseball.
"Do I like baseball? Well, we make
our living by it but aside from that,
I thing that every person in the United
Elates will agree with me that it is
the only sport that Is run on the
square, and must always be run so. Wife of Highest Salaried Ball Player In the World, in Exclusive Interview, Says She Doesn't Interfere in Her
I attend all the games and I love the
s
Husband's-BusinesAffairs. Why She Thinks Baseball Greatest of all Sports.
It's clean and healthy and
sport.
there's no side of it that Is objection-- J of the raising of California come from business to know just what is going him at least two years before they
able as in many other lines of ath-- j
where the idea of raisin bread Ion; how much is paid for supplies, pect to see anything resembling a
end in fact, is the real ruler of Frank pennant-winninteam. I know that
letics.
guess when women really originated.
pet to know the game that they will
She was Ethel Pancake before her Chance's home. But she doesn t inter- jle (joes not know a single player on
fere in his business affairs.
the team with the exception of Hal
le as crazy about it as the men."
riarriage to the famous baseball
Mrs. Chance is a California girl,
"As to what I think of Frank land-- ; Chase and he ,has only seen Him in
born and raised in Fresno, the heart
game. The rest of the men he
Mrs. Chance doesn't leave the house ling a pennant for New York," contin-'on- e
of the grape section where the bulk affairs to servants. She makes it her ued Mrs. Chance, "they should give knows only by reputation."
JW
$25,-Cil-
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FACES HITCH
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half-mil-

GERMAN GENERAL
CAUSES A RUN
ON BANKS
4"

Metz, Germany, Feb.
was caused here today dur'ng an
experimental mobilization of the sixteenth army corps, when the commanding general Btationed sentinels
at the banks.

Frightened depositors hurried to
draw out their money and long lines
of them gathered before the doors
until the situation was' explained. For
Hume nme aepoBiiors nesitatea to be- ,v- -

,.uv- -

dlulcucuio

Los Angeles,

Calif., Feb. 3. "The
league team
will give every club in the National
league the light of their lives next
club to
year, It will be the runner-uthe Giants."
,
This is the opinion of Fred
center fielder of the Giants.
Sr.odgrass came to Los Angeles today
from his home in Oxnard for a short
visit. He is positive, however, that
the giants will repeat next year and
lt'.nd another pennant.
When asked what he thought of'the
Chicago club Snodgrass said:
"It will entirely depend upon what
Johnny Evers is able to do with it..
He has the making of a good club, i
think that the trading of Tinker to
the Cincinnati Reds was a slick deal.
"The rest of the league will have to
be figured out later. The Reds are an
unknown quantity. The Pirates would
have a good club if they were not so
slow on the bases. With the exception of New York, I don't believe a
man in the league has any idea what KEYSTONE SACK
the other teams will do. With PhilaIS WEAK
delphia, of course, I have studied, and
I think I can be almost positive what
New York, Feb. 4. Second base Is
,
;
t!?sy will do,"
the first problem that Manager Chance
Snodgrass expects to leave for the of the Yankees will solve.
east inside of two weeks.
Priest has been tried at, second, but
for some reason or other he has never
shown to advantage on that side of
GIANTS HAD
the diamond. At either short or third
PAY BIG FINES base he plays his best, particularly!
p

Snod-giass-

tre-th- e

)

Hay-the-

y

i

'

Ul

LUC

and tjie; "runs" continued
hours.

(JtUllllieiS.

for several,
'

'

"j

Schlitz

Lcmps'

e

Los Angeles and Sv.n Diego, in 1913,
li plans formulated by Harry 1),
Cross, secretary of the boys' depart-- !
ment of the Young Men's Christian
association in Los Angeles, are car
ried otft.
Mr. 'Cross announced today; that it
i:Is plans- - were put into
operation, the
boys weuKl convey a message from
jJew York to the delegates of the international convention of the Young
Men's Christian association to be held
In Los Angeles in 1915 and also to the
exposition in San Francisco and San
Diego. Mr. Cross., said it would be
necessary to obtain the
of all Young Men's Christian association across the country.
Eight or
nine days, excluding Sunday, would
suffice for the trip, he believes.

BEER
California Wines
Old

Taylor Whisky

PHONE 239. V.
53ISan

MISS

Franciscotreet

STALLO

IS
NOW

A PRINCESS.
Paris, Feb. 5. The civil marriage
of Miss Helena Stallo, of Cincinnati,
and Prince Michael Murat took place
at 4 o'clock today. The marriage was
celebrated before the mayor, in the
presence of relatives and friends.
Prince Joachim Murat and the Duke
de Motichy acted as witnesses for
the bridegroom and Ambassador Myron T. Herrick, and Judge Nash of
Rockwood signed the register as witness for the bride.
The religious ceremony will take
place t tomorrow at the Catholic
church. The function will be a quiet
one on account of the recent death
of the ;; bridegrooms father, Prince
Louise ''Murat. The family will then
lunch at the St. Alio residence and
afterward the bride and bridegroom
will proceed to Marseille's in a motor
car on the way to Algiere to spend
their honeymoon.
Priuce Murat has many American'
connections.
Sis grandmother ' was
Miss Caroline FraseiV of' South Caro--

4

.

Una.

SENATORS SAY
ELECTION WAS
QUITE LEGAL

Work for the New Mexican. It Is;
irorking for you, for Santa f'e and
ho new sreto.

Pope Motor Cycle

Washington, D. C, Feb. 5. A'for- mal statement by Senators Watson
and Chilton,- of West Virginia, deny- PRICES, $165, $200, $215 and $250
ing all charges made against the leg....
With Imported Magneto.
ality of their election in 1909, was Motor Oyele without a doubt with trouble
left at the factory,
presented to the senate today by
Senator Chilton with the request that
It make an investigation, if it
thought
Madrid, Spain, Feb. 5. King Al- best, of the charges in a memorial
fonso, of Spain, will visit America, presented by Governor
Glasscock,
according to an official statement, to- William S. Edwards and others last
day. Referring to reports as to such August.
an intention on the part of his majesThe statement was presented by
ty, the lord chamberlain said:
Senator Chilton, in behalf of himself
"The
king has displayed the and Senator Watson. The latter was PASH BROTHERS, ACTS.,
greatest personal Interest in the not present. ;
1ST. IM.
;
United States and would have been
if
it
had
to
a
have
there
visit
glad
been possible."

TO UISIT US

FE

'

JOHN MAMPEL, Proprietor.

"SUFFRAGETTES"
ARE SENTENCED

COLORADO SALOON

y;

Philadelphia National

Capital Bar

Ten

-

g

"Yes, sir, I did," was the meek re- EXQUISITE TALE
sponse.
OF ROMANCE
"Well, see that you don't do it
again," said McGraw dryly. In telling
this yarn O'Brien shows that McGraw
Graustark," the exquisite story of
ii the boss, and that, because of his love and romance, which proved so
enforcement of discipline ,he makes big a success in the book world and
the Giants walk a crack. Yet McGraw has scored as a theatrical offerinir.
li not unfair in his treatment of the will be the attraction for Friday
players who are informed just before night at the Elks' theater. The
outset of each campaign just what. mendous popularity of Grace
can and cannot do, Unlike ward's dramatization of McCutcheon's
Charles Webb Murphy's ironclad rule novel is readily enough guessed
at
regarding the Cubs' total abstinence, when one stops to consider the
believes his players should lute lack of melodramatic features,
be allowed to drink a few glasses of and the presence of so much clean
beer after a game. He doesn't place and wholesome dialogue and interfile ban on cigars, but he's death on esting Btage pictures. The delightful
' love themes running throughout the
the cigarette habit.
If a player fails to keep In proper PIay are bright and entertaining, and
McGraw doesn't believe of as much. interest to the male as
condition,
that he should receive the full amount ue female 8ex-o- i
hi? salary, and when pay day comes f A company unequalled in strength
around Jhe culprit Is almost sure TO
pay a fine for his behavior. In short,
the Giants' leader insists on results,
and will stand for nothing that may
work to the detriment of his team.

6.

KING ALFONSO

ex-an- d

SNODGRASS LIKES
THE QUAKERS LOOKS

Feb.

thousand boy
athletes
scattered
across trie thirteen states lying between New York and San Francisco
will run in
rela 's from the
Atlantic metropolis to San Francisco.

one-sixt- h

j

T

Los Angeles, Calif.,

EMIL MIGNARDOT

THE

i

;

New York, Feb. 5. Confirmation of
reports from Peking of a further hitch
in the Chinese loan negotiations was
received by American representatives
of the syndicate today. Some of the
objections advanced by the French
bankers! were quite unexpected,
it
was said, but these, the American
will
bankers thought, probably
be
sustained' because of the predominance of French interests In the proposed loan.
,
It appears that Russia Is to. .finance
only half of her
interest,
while the Japanese participation will
be financed entirely by the French In
effect, France is to supply nearly half
of the loan. For that reawn, ttia
American, British and German hank- ers are willing to concede some of the
claims made by the French group.

WILLIAM FAKAH

5, 1911

London, Feb 5. Silvia Pankhurs'C
AMATEUR ATHLETICS,
was
the militant suffragist leader,
WILL be Disutstu.selltenced
to two weeks' imprison
Cincinnati, Ohio,: Feb. 5.- - The Na- ment or a fine of $10 at the Bow street
at its police court today. The same punishcommission
tional Baseball
r ext meeting will discuss, me question ment has been meted out to nineteen
tf amateur athletics and will seek to j other women who participated,, in the
revise the present rules which de raid on the house of commons under
clare an amateur athlete a profession- j' General'' Mrs. Flora Drunimond on
pi if he plays professional baseball, January 28, when the women tried to
.
according to a statement by August force an Interview with David
Herrman, president of the National
They were charged with re
The discussion slstlng the police,
commission, today.
will be a result of the recent Thorpe
l tiling.
FIGHT ON SUBWAY
CONTRACT IS ON.
and ability is employed in the rendering of the different characters, and a
New York, N. Y., Feb. 5. The fight
feature of the entertainment is the
commis-sion,fromagnificent scenic investment in use, to prevent the public service
signing the $306,000,000 subwith old world 'costuming to fit the
period and locale. ' "Graustark's" tre- way contracts raged fiercely today.
mendous success ' the past two sea- Opponents of the
proposed plan
sons should be duplicated during its thought they had held up the con- tracts for several days at least when
coming engagement at the Elks'.
yesterthey obtained an injunction
day restariniug the commission from
further action. But today the attorney for the commission got permission to ask for an order vacating the
injunction. Argument on this matter
was set for later this afternoon. .
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FINE WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.
Family Trade Supplied.
San Francisco St.
SANTA FE, N. M.

PEERLESS BAR

j

-

Lloyd-George-

--

Fine Imported

and:

Domestic: Wines, Liquors

AND CIGAR5

,

GREGG & COLE, Props.

.

j

"

--

aHENRY KRICK&- DISTRIBUTOR OF

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES
Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
water. Agent for Manitou Sprinjr Mineral Water.
TELEPHONE 35 J ; ,
Santa Fe, New Mex.

SPOT

LIT

i

.

j

..

TO

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 7,

)

third.

j

who is regarded as the lo-gical candidate for the short infield
position may be able to cover second
equally well. If he can and Priest
shows un as well as lie did wliilp Rea
soning with Albany last summer, Roy
season.McGraw points to this Item as proof Hartzell will play third, and. with
oii first, the .infield rmestion will
flint hfl eTifrrroH flip
of flip. rlnh. Chase
settled
for the present at any rate.
without fear or favor. For Beveraljbe
years McGray has employed a man to tion. Hartzel is the most versatile
keep taba on the Giants, as they replayer on the club. He can play any
ported at 10 o'clock each morning for
position. He prefers the infield, to
practice at home. Whenever players the outfield, but does not seem to be
have been 10 or 15 minutes late, Mc-what position In the infield
Oraw slapped on the fines $ 10, $25 or liparticular
a nlftva
If nprriob ai,T!t nlat' con.
E0. In each instance McGraw has re-- ,
anfl thpn D;rrfck
ond Ha;tzp
iusea 10 remit me penalties.
could remain at short. In these cir-It appears that during a trip to a (cumstances Priest could be worked at
western city last season McGraw third.
beard of a stiff poker game in a room
at the notel. He waited until it was HORSES INVADE PARLOR
all over, and then asserted himself.
OF CHICAGO MATRON
He handed out $100 fines to a veterau
i
star pitcher and an infielder, who, Chicago, III., Feb. 5. "Well, the
he said, should have known better, nerve of some people's horses," ex-and also tacked a $35 fine on a young claimed Mrs. John McCarron today
player who had taken part In the when Bhe rushed 'from the kitchen to
game.
investigate a crash, in the front of her
"I didn't play, McGraw!" said the home and found a team of draft
youngster. In evident distress. "I just horses tramping on the parlor carpet.
looked on."
The team had run away and the
"That'll cost you $25 more for not front of the frame dwelling of the
had offered but slight retelling the truth!" retorted the Giants'
sistance to .their. maddened Impact.
manager. "Xowt didn't you play?"
Derrick,

New York, Feb, 3. According to a
story related by former Secretary
Joseph D. O'Brien, of the Giants, ' the
books showed a total of SO collected
from McGraw's players in fines last

19 1 3.
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Production Complete to the Minutest Detail

s,nst'

Miss Louiszita Valentine and Mr. Lawrence Evart

Prices, 50c, 75c, $1.00, $1.50.

Seats Ready Now, Fischer's Drug Store.
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mis-sio-

PERSONALS

190

Incorporated

1856

the county of Coronuflo bill, his
being to oppose the passage of a
bill creating a new county.
Trof. Martin, principal of
school at El Itito, is a visitor In Santa Fe. The professor is in- terested In the bill before the legisla-senture making an appropriation for the
rebuilding of the school at. that place.
Spanish-America-

(Owing to the great Interest mani
fested in the Personal Column, the
New Mexican requestti its readers to
in by mail (a postcard will do)
or by telephone (call "31 J") Items for
this column. By doing so the reaa' O. M. Allen, G. .1. Hatch and B. H.
ers will confer a favor on the New iCluff, of Safford; Arizona, arrived
Mexican and on their friends. Com-- here
yesterday to call on Stativ Sen
munications sent by mail should bear ator 13. F.
Pankey, with a view of
of
the signature
the writer).
colonizing a tract of land in tliis counit is said. They are registered ut
A. A. Seneeal is here from the Duke ty,
the European hotel.
City.
.Mrs. .1. I). McManuswill not be at
Jose D. Montoya is here from
home tomorrow..--

SELIGMAN BROS. COMPANY

!

FIRST SHOWING OF

SprinrGinghams, Percales,
Batistes, Laces and

Mrs. Fiske will not be at home tomorrow.
NEWSPAPERMAN
Mrs. Alvan N. White will not be at
RANCH
home tomorrow.
Parlors No. I Lincoln Avenue h
of.
Miss
is
LIFE HERE
Bucher,
Mexico, Mo.,
v
s
a sightseer in the city.
home)
(oi'i'osmc
George Y Prichard leaves today for
newsA.
McAllister,
Chicago
Albuquerque on official business.
man and author, who came to
Mrs. Will Springer and Mrs. Ralph paper
Ne w Mexico two years or more ago to
Hunt, of Albuquerque, are at the Paldown the pen and take up the hoe, that if they report favorably
they
lay
ace hotel.
to
has returned to "the fold." lie laid may bring hundreds of colonists
Mrs. Myron Boyle is a vistor from!
down the hoe today and sold out his the Sunshine State, it is said that
Clovls. She is stopping at the Monnear these Mormons are opposed to poly- fine apple orchard and ranch
tezuma hotel.
Mrs.
Paul
and
to
Mr.
Doran,
gamy or "plural marriages" at one
Herbert W. Clark, chairman of the i'i'esuque
of Santa Fe. The consideration is not time a prominent feature of the Mor
Republican state central committee,
mon religion.
given.
is here from Las Vegas.
and joys of
the
After
quiet
enjoying
.
.
,
m
u
fann llte geeing the sun rise and t DENVER WOMEN
TUerS tConnected
also, the setting of that lumi- tending
company
McAllister's ears
became
DRINK MORE
L. Closson, P. S. Williams and M. l ary, Mr.
accustomed to the yelps of the coyote
THAN MEN?
Martenson, of Thatcher, Arizona, are
and the shouts of the tourists who
here sightseeing.
They are at the asked for "cider."
European hotel.
Denver. Feb. 5. "Twenty women to
But the delights of chicken raising,
W. M. Scott, traveling freight and
added to all the other pleasures of one man in Denver drink Intoxicating
passenger agent for the D. & II. G.,
on his taste. liquor and they drink more than men."
is in the San Luis valley this week ranch life, have palled
This was the statement made on
; Today he answered, another callnot
on ofllcial business.
was the groan the lloor or llie Colorado senate touay
Secundino Romero, U. S. .marshal, that of "the wild" itclick-clicof the. by Senator John Hecker of Denver,
arrived in Santa Fe yesterday, com- of the press and the am
to
San It followed a vigorous attack by. Mrs.
"I
machines.
type
going
ing over in his car from Las Vegas,
to journalism," said Helen Ring Robinson, Colorado's first
to
return
Liego
accompanied by Deputy Senacle.
today as he stood in woman senator, upon a statement pubFred II. Silsbee, a prominent Chi- the
newspaper
Montezuma
holl. lished in a Washington
cago attorney, Is in Santa Fe inter- the lobby of the
and attributed to Hecker, to the effect
ested in' the matters connected with "Ranching is all right, but the lure
that women in Denver drink more
the Arroyo Hondo irrigation project. of the printing game is too fascinatballs than men."
high
I
life
to
on
the
farm.
one's
ing
pass
H. L. Waldo, attorney for the Santa Fe and prominent resident of Las am going back to the rush and tear) Senator Robinton denounced the
'Tfnnied Ktiitempnt an t iiiHtilt tn iha
Vegas, arrived yesterday on business. and speed of it all now that my nerves
of the women of Colorado, and threatened
fie rested I can resist
He is at the Palace.
to move the expulsion of Hecker from
Hon. Samuel Eldodt, of Chamila, profession I love so well."
Mr. McAllister
is in the city this week looking after
is over
feet the state senate if it should be re-- ;
eated.
the interests in connection with the tall and seems- - well suited physically
to swing a plow or halt a runaway
of the El Rlto schools.
Miss Henriquez, an attractive girl team. But one can understand that a THIS "BANKER" IN THE TOILS.
who has many friends in Santa Fe, metropolitan newspaper man who has
ia back in the old city for a visit and lined in Chicago, that perpetual alarm
Douglas, Ariz., Feb. . .1. M. Sims,
atlended the charity ball given last clock, might rind Tesuque life a trifle alias Lefty Wilson, is arrested here
rte-- I
night. jtrme after the glamor of it hath charged with using hie malls .ro sell- In
and
fraud
the
floating
public
Jose Gonzales, a prominent citizen Pfl8Sed away,
Trust
JIrs- McAllister
Will go to Wash ing stock for the American
of Union county has been in Santa Fe
the last few days interested in od- - "igton where she will visit friends company, of Memphis, lenn., in No
1911.
posing the passage of a Coronado 8ntl 1;lter join her husband in Califor-count- vember,
He has waived preliminary hearing
"labill.
Mr. and Mrs. Doran, the new pur- - before the United States commissionMr. and Mrs. H. A. Coomer spent
u Jtew ua.vs lasc weeK in .1 1'aso. xney
nci n ui me lauuii, ace wen Known er and agreed to return to Memphis
lmtM Without extradition, asserung ins humleave today for a week
in Kansas here. Thev mnmiinxl tha Vaa
came
here
last
Wilson
tttk,'n
"'entity.
some
for
time
Mr.
and
Coomer
City.
goes to attend a
during the past few
... October and purchased an interest in;
i
n.
lllf-ifl hn is II IT
1'IWULIID
railroad meeting.
Utt t. i r r:
Hon. Marcos C. de Baca, staunch parents in conducting the Montezuma the Arizona Hank and Trust company,
'being elected vice president and di- progressive from Sandoval, returned hotel. They have many friends here
a
last night from Albuquerque where he who are desirous of seeing them suc- rector. He also was promoting
association.
home
building
been
has
attending to legal matters in ceed in their new venture.
which he was interested.
TO AILING WOMEN
Francisco Miera of Beenham, Union
Scounty, is in the city interested in WHO GETS MONEV
Advice Will Help
A Little Sound
IN RESOLUTION
Many a Sufferer in Santa Fe.

METEOR and FANCY FOULARDS

CALL

ALL WINTER GOODS AT COST

SEE

...

TJS

SELIGMAN BROS. COMPANY

S TRUST CO.

UNITED STATES BANK

Business
N

J.

B. LAMY,

1"

PHONE 810.

210 SAN FRANCISCO ST..

DRESSMAKING

INSURE

J" H

WITH

Do You .Want

HAY WARD AND REST CONTENT.

a Fine Residence Lot?

For Building1 or Investment Purposes

?

foot lots, making a
WE ARE OFFERING six twenty-fivtract 150x150 feet, with South Front, and situate in
South part of City just West of Galisteo Street,
at Snap Price for Quick Cash Sale !
e

JOSEPH

at-L-

HAY WARD,

B.

MANAGER,

8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. ill.

Room

IF IT'S REAL ESTATE,: II A V WARD HAS IT.

That the New Year we have I
just entered may be for each I2

FoWwisI and every

one a Happy New
Year, a year full of Health and Prosperity. With
thanks for all favors shown us, and hoping your
New Year Resolution will be

I

Will Trade

Will,

f,

C. YONTZ,

SAN

FRISCO

2

:

ST

1

j

W. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier

President.

"AT CLRAHINU PRICES
I

tbe-'cal- l

Your Patronage Solicited
N. B. LAUGHLIN,

Ready-to-Wea-

.

CAPITAL $50,000 00
Does a General Banking

NOW

SPECIAL PRICES IN ALL DEPARTMENTS!
r
Men's, Ladies' and Children's

--

FOR EVENING WEAR.

A.3STID

JANUARY CLEARING SALE

MISS MARY HANSEN

SILKS, SATIN CriARMOUSE, CREPE

OUT

CO.

GOODS

DRY

SELIGMAN

ki-k'-

NEW LINE OF

WE ARE CLOSING

ADOLF

ARTICLES
Hammered Brass Electric Reading
Lamps; Hammered Copper Reading
Lamps; Desk Sets In Hammered
Letter Racks;
Brass and Copper;
Rocker
Blotters;
Paper Cutters;
Hammered Calendars; Tie
Racks;
Whisk Broom Holders; Etched Match;
and
Hammered
Holders;
Copper
Brass Bowls and Trays; Belt Pins;
Bar Pins; Hat Pins; Candle Sticks.
Special orders mad on shgrt notice.
HAND-MAD-

W. LINDHARDT.j
125 Palace Ave

QUITS

Dress Trimmings, Etc:

Crafts

Arts

I

t.

JANUARY SHOE SALE i

-

y

DON DIEQO ADDITION
TO THE CITY OF SANTA FE J
In

O

Precinct No.

4

(South Side)
'

JR

E

.

O. C. WATSON & CO.
JtjEAL ESTATE

t

r

FUNERAL DIRECTORS
'

Day or Night Phone, I JO Red.

Next Door to Postoff ice,

CORRICE LIVERY BARN
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

Hacks and Baggage Transfer.

Prompt Attention and the Best
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.

GASPER ST.

Telephone

9 W

BY BLANCH ARD?

".

.Ur

j
j

Ota?

.

-

GROUND

FOR

...

LAWNS, GARDENS, GREENHOUSES,

ETC.

..
. . .
Lawn Dressing, per cwt,
$2.50
Blood and Bone Fertilizer,- per cwt.,
. . .
2.95
Shrubbery and Vines Fertilizer, per cwt., . "
Florist Steamed Pure Bone Meal, per cwt. , . 3 00
ASK TO SEB SAMPLES.'
GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE,
ffinf f.V"30
-

Useful $ Lasting Presents?
the season when people are buying things, either to
make others happy or to add to their own comfort
Just a
wordi Why not get presents of lasting value for the home? We
have all kinds of furniture to appear to' your "taste OAK,
MAHOGANY,
WALNUT, and WICKER.
Also some VERY
FINE, LARGE RUGS. All at much reduced prices. Look also
at our NEW CHINA 8ET8 and CUPS and SAUCERS, etc.
They are superb and will make any table look glorious. Call on
us during your shopping journey.
:."
This

THE

Is

AKERS-WAGNE-

R

FURNITURE

CO.

Mi

SPOT CASH OIsTLlT

S.K11E

204

B. TONNIES,
1

eln

j

&CG

West Palace Avenue.

1

THE AMERICAN

I

j

j

n

TRADE

Y

Mlpi

MARK

!

be to buy your
this year on a

basis quality, not
price alone. That
will lead you to our
door, because there
is no store which,
sells

MORMONS MAV
COLONIZE IN
THIS COUNTY

QUALITY GOODS

reasonably., And
remember, during
this year that cheap
goods do not always
so

"That's right. They may colonize
certain Jtracts of land in this county
but the details will be given out in
a day or two," so said State Senator
Benjamin P. Pankey, former lawyer
and now millionaire rancher, as
out of the senate for a few
moments to discuss rumors repeated
to him. These were that several
Mormons, have arrived from Arizona
and are about to call on him to see
what inducements can be offered for

the end. Put your
buyingon this basis:
It is the thing that

pays in the end,

which pays you atall
I

colonization

work

in New

Mexico.

added: ?'It is a long
EVEN THOUGH IT COSTS MORE Senator Pankey
story and all I can say today is that
a tentative plan is being discussed. I
IN THE BEGINNING!
shall give full detail as soon as I
have them for publication.
the
, "There can be no donbt that,
are
eyes of colonizers and Investors
focused on this part of the new state
CO. and all of us should be glad that this
H.

S.

HE

S

Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Oualitv.

IF YOU BUSINESS MEN

g
power of
only realized the
(stationery, you would choose your own Bond Paper and
inot intrust its selection to a subordinate
first-cla-

business-buildin-

prove economical in

WHY NOT BUY

At COSt
Below Cost

,

Your Best Resolution

FINELV

Largest Slaughter of Men's and Boys' Shoes Eve'
Attempted in Santa Fe.
A1
Standard Lines

;

Foster-Milbur-

FERTILIZERS

v.::-r5i-

l

PlLL&

H.

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.

104 DON

t

.i.s

No woman should consider herself
and well if the kidneys are;
"ealthy
to
be
Who gets the $500 sought
''
Po,Bns
f?",0 " ",l ?l
appropriated in a House Joint Resolueak;i
"
.
tion, by Mr. Rlanchard, wlilch passed are retainea in
cud tne uouy wneu tha
the house yesterday and setting forth
If
the
disordered.
k'dneys
are
kidneys
that the money was in payment of at- and
bladder become inflamed and
torney fees for the four house mem- swollen worse troubles may quickly
bers accused of bribery in the last follow. This is often the cause of
session ?
bearing-dowpains, lameness, back
This is a question that is agitating iache, etc. Uric poisoning is also fresome of the statesmen today in view quent cause of headaches,
dizzy
of a statement made by Col. George Isnells. languor, nervousness and rhep- W. Prichard named as one of the at- mat ic 1)antornevs who. presumably, was to
When suffering so, try llomi's Kid
ceive a portion of the appropriation ney Pills, a remedy that has prove.
uoionei
ioej i tna. uc i.ao pffpctive i., thousands of such cases.
no interest in the resolution, that .his Let. a Santa Fe woman tell of her exfees in the case already have been perience.
paid, and bo far as he is concerned,
Mrs. Agripina D. de Gonzales, 102
The
the matter is a closed incident.
Garcia St., Santa Fe, N. M., says: "In
only way in which Colonel Prichard September 1006, I used Doan's Kidney
can account for the appropriation is Pills for' backache that had been a
FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS
the
that the money is to
In the
f miiph nrinnvnnre
n,,vA
x
mv back was
r; four men accused and later acquitted
h
in
after a hearing before the house.
so lame and painful that I could hardColonel Prichard wrote this state- - ly stoop. I knew that my trouble was
for the New due to disordered
ment this moraine,
kidneys and I was
Mexican:
led to try Doan's Kidney Pills
finally
"Colonel Prichard declaims any in- - by the good reports I heard about
Where Quality Governs the PriCejterest in tne resolution introduced m tnem
Tne contents of one box of
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building so frequently when some particular bill of Interest is at stake.
The house was willing, apparently, to be let alone, but ihe reactionary
senate, bound by tradition and willing io be advised and led by those not
members, Showed no disposition to take a stand of independence, preferring
10 be the retainers of the bosses
instead of occupying the more dignified
position us servants of the people.
Yes, the same old faces will be on exhibition in' sessions to come until
we get a senate that has some regard for the good of the state.
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turroundlni lemie. Wire Embudo
"
Yith the Machiavelian smile which has shed its heams about the capitol looks,, to sav the least, queer. It Company.
(Continued on page seven).
station.
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me not to Ttuow where I'b going to
slceo tonight or have any body to
nee that I keep at work right along.
Somebody has been looking after me
so long I don't know whether I really
ought to be out on the street alone or
not."
Ballard was sent to the penitentiary
fcr killing a companion in a saloon in
'
Braid wood In- - 1879.
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that we have the same climate here
DELICATE OPERATION.
lira. Baker and Skeen. performed a, as in parts of California where al- ditCoult surgical operation on the wife monds are grown and which are such
morning, n success. All Hie eastern stales are i
of Monica Parades Sunday
which consisted of taking out two betting out fruit trees on old land that
the enfeebled system readily
ribs. Sr. Parades had a bad attack has been declared useless for anyaccepts any disease Nature's
is
practicalof penumonia a short time ago, and thing else. Therefore, it
resistant force is depleted
an abscess fo.rmed over "one lung, lv certain'that in the near future, with-thand Scott's Emulsion is
present freight rates we will bet
which made the operation necessary.
needed. Its highly concenThe operation was successful, and the unable to compete with them in the
line.
trated nourishment is impatient is now on the i'oad to recovNow, if our farmers will look fur-- '
ery. Artesia News.
mediately distributed to every
tt.er into the future, we believe theyj
organ.
will make no mistake in setting ouU
CHARGED-WITFORGERY.
With Scott's Emulsion
the
or
almond
arresteither
trees;
walnut,
JohnBon
Jim
Deputy Sheriff
nature repairs waste, coned George Pugh, who resides near U.tter being the better adapted to our:
structs healthy tissue and
Iioswell, on the charge of having pass- climate and high winds. Ft. Sumner
blood.
ed several worthless checks in the Peview.
active,
' Emulsion
city. He represents the fourth man
Scott
equals
Nothing
DIED FROM WOUND.
Lon
to be arrested on this charge.
in convalesence.
I.eandro Cordova, who has been a
Buck was arrested yesterday near the
Scott & Bowne, Bloomfield, N. J.
1'enasco river and brought to the city. patient at the New Mexico Hospital
two
for
weeks,
Insane
the
tor
the
past
are
Wilburn
two
arrested
Tfie other
Winn and George Hardcastle, both of died late Saturday afternoon at the
whom pleaded guilty to the charge of hospital. Cordova, who was IS years (S AMAZED AT
was sent to the insane hospital
having forged the names of local old,
AUTOS AND CARS
District
Judge Raynolds of Albuhad
by
which
checks
to
stockmen
they
Cordova
weeks
Two
ago
querque.
establish(N 32 YEARS
cashed in local business
hacked himself with knives and Jumpments. Roswell Record,
ed from a tree in an effort to kill
Chicago, 111., Feb. 4. Rip Van Winhimself, and his mother, Mrs. Rosen-d(- i kle's
ALL DONATED.
exploits after a little nap of 20
Lucero de Cordova, fearing that
A circus outfit slipped into' town
years have been more than eclipesd
inof
in
his
Cordova
fits
might
and
young
unannounced
last Saturday night
by the adventures about to be exafter quickly capturing any and all of sanity, injure his younger siBter, had perienced by Tucker Ballard, who
Relato
the asylum.
Kast Vaughn which met its fancy, tied him. committed
to everyday existence today
from the
things up in a package and brought it tives state that the boy died
alter a lapse of 32 years.
before
himself
inflicted
were
upon
citizens
injuries
the
where
lo Vaughn,
Although Ballard's lost time has not
Vnlrl
(rot t,rriHinr
going to the state institution. Yesterdue to a desire to sleep, he has
been
to
was
sent
the
Albuquerque
body
The spieler was there with a hot day
been kept away from the world just
line of dope on things locally Interest-- j where services will be held after as:
effectively. He was a prisoner beAlaing and created a whole lot of amuse- which the body will be taken to
hind the stone walls of the penlteii:
Las
burial.
for
meda
Vegas
Optic.
a
collection
ment. As a grand finale
tiary at Joliet, where ho could not
was asked for to which was donated
see, feel or even talk about the rush
WOULD MAKE' IT BETTER.
two groceries, one saloon and the Reo
modern progress that was going
Some Moriarty members are behind
porter office, all of which were raffled
on all around him.
off in a bunch to buy peanuts for the in their dues in the county organizacents keeps you in AVhen Ballard walked out of the
tion. Twenty-fivelephant. Vaughn. Reporter.
good standing for three months only. penitentiary this afternoon he wai
suit of clothes
We have made a good start now let given a present-daCOMMITS SUICIDE.
of
The
value
the money was
and
th
$10.
ue:
his
at
see
is
that
homen
that
morning
Sunday
Moriarty by
Sweetwater a few miles west of
meant every business man and farmer as great a mystery to him as any of
Juan Sanchez, a well known citi- in this district does her share in this the inventions that have been made
suizen, of this section, committed
development,jnovement. We have as during his incarceration.
cide by shooting himself in the fore- n.uch to gain as any other section in
Here are just a few of the wonders
head with a 44 caliber revolver, the the county and many of us, in fact all of Ballard's new life that to others
bullet nearly tearing the top of his of us in this district believe we have are trivial things: Autos, areoplanes,
head off.
more to gain because of our advan- - street cars, telephones and wireless
Sanchez was about 60 years of age, tageous position. You ask why? Now telegraphy.
was an old settler of Colfax county we will let you in on the secret and in
The first thing Eallard did when he
and well known, throughout the sec- - order to make it somewhat different was convinced that he was a free man
tion In which he lived. He has been from every other secret, you have our was to rush out Into the street and
sick for a long time, and it is believed j permission to tell any and everybody, stop a passing street car.
that he committed the rash act in a When the Albuquerque
"How much does it cost to ride on
Eastern is
fit of despondency, or while mentally completed and it will not be man) one of these things?" he demanded,
unbalanced. The dead man ' is sur- moons until we will see the dirt fly- hclding out. his $10 bill.
vived by a large family. Springer ing, the road from here to Santa Fe
"Say are you trying to kid some- Stockman.
will be a junction point. We want the 'body?" asked the conductor,
entire county to prosper and it will
When the conductor finally found
LOOKS GOOD.
only' be brought to a successful is- that his passenger never before had
the
A review of mining in the Magda sue by every fellow doing his part been a street car he explained
lene district at this time is very inter-- and pulling in the same direction to- - mysteries of the transfer system and
esting and gratifying, especially to wards the one goal. Of course there escorted the man to a seat.
those who have ventured their time, vlll always be some people who will
Next, Ballard wanted to use a telelabor and money with faith in the out- - stand back and let others do the work phone.
"I saw one in the penitentiary once,
come of this camp. It is worthy ofanl their reasons are many, some of
note that prospectors holding unpat-- which they would not care to make but I never heard a voice over a
ented claims have realized the neces- - public. There is very little we get in wire," he said, "can It really be done."
world for nothing that is really
He went to a telephone and spent
city of doing good, honest annual
eessnient work each year as the law worth while. Charity begins at home, part of his remaining money tele'
requires, instead of holding claims 't is true, but Wok at the places whore phoning to Mrs. J. C. Nelson, of Danfor years with no outlay but borrow-- a" the people Jump in and help every ville, who was responsible
for his
'
ed lead pencil. And this new order of public enterprise. Have they done pardon.
"Stand up close to the telephone
tbulgs is bearing fruit. A case In any good for their communities? They
point is the Cripple Creek, group, bave not only benefited themselves
and let me try to look at you," he
s
the famous
Harbscrabble dividually and collectively but they said, as he sought to learn the
mine on the north. In completing have made their community a better
of the Instrument.
work for 1912 two respectable veins place to live in. That is what we
"I want to ride In an automobile
want to make of Moriarty, of southern and see an areoplane meet, and then
of quartz carrying gold were uncov-eieand work is still going on with a Santa Fe county and of Torrance I guess I'll be about ready to die," said
splendid showing. socorro Chieftain. county a better place to live In.
the man. "This thing of telegraphing
without wires I don't take any stock
Moriarty Messenger.
WHY NOT ALMONDS?
in. I talked to a man on the street
u
i oiu aimona trees un-- j
an came our in tne wasn," a car who said he didn't believe it,
uui
der the irrigation project instead of so Vitagraph comedy at the Elks'
either."
fruit, alfalfa, etc. We are told night.
"It seems funny and sort of worries
i
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FIND THOUSANDS
IN SAFETY BOX

as-th-

1

j

liml-trtion-

j

n

j

dress, Pox J., Santa Fe New .Mexican.
It stands to reason that what will
cure must prevent. Don't you owe
your constitution a little consideration
before it is too late? If ?o, try two
weeks at the famous Ojo Calicute Hot
Springs, New Mexico.

FIRST

TREATMENT

I.. SALESMAN

to sell new education
to school boards.- Exclusive
liberal
territory. No compentition.
proposition. Union School Furnishing
(Company, 1031 W. Van Huren St., Chi- -

specialty

Friod-culosi-

,

Itients

in Ohio.

"Dr. Friedmann gave me an injection of his serum in the thigh 1 H days
ago.
'T suffered no inconvenience except
from a slight soreness lasting about
ja week.
"Within four days after the injection
ithe pain in my lungs began to les- -

Ft

-

cago,- - III.

ROOMS OR HOUSES.

-

i

List your rooms or place your or- ders for rooms furnished or unfur
nished, or houses furnished or unfurnished for rent or lease with Mrs.
Summers, rooms 11 and 12 Laugblin
block. Select list always on hand.

Saves you time and money.

TYPEWRITERS
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
Ribbons and sup-platens furnished.
plies. Typewriters sold, exchcanged
land rented. Standard makes handled.
All repair work and typewriters guar
anteed.
.Santa Fo Typewriter
Exchange, Phone 231 W.

j

Col-nio-

j

Permanent resident connected with
slate government desires to rent modern house or cottage close in. Ad-- '

one-ce-

e

j

Ilroukes

$.

.

-

j

A. S.

1

"

!

good cook,

FOR SALE Second hand uu.uk,
used only a short time, rubber tires,
iiutomolile seat. Cost $125, will tul.t
Call 22.1 Hickox street.

BR. PIERCE'S

Xew York, Feb. 5. Valuables worth
!
many thousand dollars loot or two
This famous medicine Btrikes at the very root of there
thieves who were killed In a revoi
It makes you nut
enemies of your youthful appearance.
look young, but feml young.
November
iast
only
the
with
police
'duel
Your druggist can supply you In liquid or tnbf t formtor nd
found-thilock!
a
in
afternoon
BO
;were
stamp to Dr. Pierce' Invalids Hotel and
lnt tuts, Buffalo. N.V. and trial box will bo mailed you.
ox in a downtown safety deposit
vault. Thousands ot dollars worth ot
stolen stocks," bonds and live life insurance policies were crammed into
the box,
The box was rented by Henry
DOCTOR'S STORY ON FRIED- - .
Vogel and his wife. Both, of the
thieves and a detective were killed
MANN'S TUBERCULOSIS
in a fight when the police tried to
capture the pair. yThe key to the lock
box was found in their room. Mrs. DR. OTTO STUTZ OF UPPER SANDUSKY. O., HIMSELF A CONSUMPSidney Bernheimer today produced a
TIVE, TELLS HOW THE BcRLIN PHYSICIAN INJECTED THE SEK-Ucourt order permitting her to open the
INTO HIS THIGH AND Or ITS EFFECT WHICH HE, DR. STUT- -,
bcx.
SAYS IS MARVELOUS.
Among the gems she identified
$1000 worth as her property. The rest
greatest care, fully realizing that it
(By W. G. SHEPHERD.)
were taken to police headquarters.
Berlin, Feb. 5. In nn interview to would be criminal to raise false hopes
Stven 1000 bonds, 55 shares of stock (iay I secured the first story of iiniin American sufferers.
lp various companies and the life in- American patient, who has taken th
"My message to American doctors
surance policies were claimed by Al- treatment of Dr. Friedmann for tuber- - is to withhold criticism of Dr.
mann's treatment until they get the
fred J. Stern, from whom they were
This patient is Dr. Stutz, of Upper: facts about it."
stolen more than a year ago
Sandusky, Ohio. Here is the account
SENATOR FOR THREE WEEKS. of Dr. Stutz's exprience in his own'
words:
"I have been a victim of tubercu- losis for two years. In desperation I
came to Berlin hoping to find a cure
for myself and for my tubercular pa-- !
s

A

FOR I!K.T A three or six room
house furnished or unfurnished. Ap-- !
ply to ) S. Lowitzki.

Favorite Prescription

12--

-

Wanted

No woman wants to look old. Many in their effort tn look
e
tothe"lc!Gutydictor's"pr',scriiiT.innpl'hfirniis-takyouthful resort
in that th'-vioitthe wior.s department in thedruBtoru.
health.
upon
Heuuty depends
Worry, peplee nights, headaches, pains, diftonlors, irrofni-Jaritiand weaknesses of a distinctly feminine character in a
short time brint? the dull eye, the "crow's feet," tho hazard
look, drooping hhoulders, and the fnlterinf? step.
To retain the appearance ut' youth you must retain health.
Instead of totio:is, jjowdcra and paints, ask your druggist lor

t

j

WAN!

Woman Is As Old As
She Looks

istn.

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

ATTORNEYS A"TLA W
j

EDWARD P. DAVIES,
six
has increased
"My
weight
City Attorney.
pounds. My appetite, which has been
W. C- SHEPHERD.
Capital City Bank Building,
very poor the last six months, has be-- !
'
Rooms
'
come ravenous.
Tlr Stlit7'H Htnrv. Tll State- Thin
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
"I climb four flights of stairs daily
a
of
physiment8 are the Bttttein,ntB
was impossible
my .uuiuh, wim-f lh(,se deciarations give
iun
G. W. PRICHARD,
mo three weeks ago.
due encourogPment l0 tubercular peoAttorney and Counsellor-at-Law- .
'I can only say that something
I
in ..,.ina ,
...nct heln it.
Practices in a'l the District Courtt
tie short of marvelous has befallen
nou nRtutv'a statement tn
nna Sivcs special attention to cases
iv.me.
... ,i:..i mua-nniu,
u
.
,
th.
111
,.f.,ui,..,
m..
r.
lilt leilUW
.
"I do not know whether Friedmann United States.
nf. banta
La""""
Fe, N. M.
mdg.,
ot
will
give me a second injection, as lj At the same time, I must repeat to,U"lce:
JOHN N. HEISKEIX, publisher
the Arkansas Gazette, appointed to am doing so well, but I feel sure T tubercular patients my oft repeated
HARRY D. MOULTON,
fill the unexpired term of the late Jeff will be able to leave for home March warnings to them not to come to Ber- Attorney-at-Law- .
on
if
1st
senator
this
far'
most
transient
the
is
continues.
is
improvement
lS)in at this time. The situation
Davis,
Santa
Fe, New Mexico.
on
be
shall
record. His term began
January
entirely cured, I think, by from settled. No one can be sure of
Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
9 and ended January 28.
Jtnattlme.
securing the treatment. Only a few Laud Claims and Contests a Specialty'
"I cannot bring any Friedmatm
in manv hundreds have succeed- AMERICAN PHYSICIAN WHO TOOK eerms home with me. but T think-- li'ui in ..utiinn- trsotuH
if tir EYlpnvi"
FChas. R. Eatley,
will soon be available for nil HnMnrx
THE DR. FRIEDMANN TREAT
if ih ,.n,..lChas- - - Easley,
iima
EASLE.Y & EA3LEY,
MENT.
lin the United States.
!ilm nroves to he a lastini: cure, you'
aw.
Attorneys-at-- '
"From what I have seen of Dr. may be sure that it will not be long
betor
Triedmann's germ I would give it to; before physicians in America will se- . .
L,alla JJpartmen t.
.
..
i
in
n.
:,,..
coition
j.ii-tv
nuc nit; iiiniui wuu
nj
'"J iianuio ill vlliu Willi- ueilUl.
j.uhii.vh
Land grants and titles examined.
"I make this statement with the i..o administer it.
Santa Fe, N. M branch Otlice, Egte-ciN. M.
MIKADO'S GOVERNMENT
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
M. J. McGUINNESS
IS CENSURED,
Attorney-at-Law- .
Toklo, Japan, Feb. 5. The Japan- PALACE.
esu dift today passed a vote of cen- - Room 12, Second Floor, Capital City
Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
Mrs. Will Springer, Albuquerque.
sure on the government ' under the
Mrs. Halph Hunt, Albuquerque.
premiership of Prince Taro Katsura, HAVE YOU ANYTHING TO
ADVfc.v
A. O, Graham, Albuquerque,
who only recently took otlice as prime
TISE7
Miss W. Bucher, Mexico, Mo.
minister and minister for foreign af-- :
Tell your story to
Samuel Eldodt, Chamita.
fairs. The sessions of the chamber
2,000,000
A. A. Senecal, Albuquerque.
were then suspended for a period ot
Twelve Dollars.
five days.
II. U Waldo, Las Vegas.
advertiseH. W. Clark, Las Vegas.
n is expected that Prince Katsura We will place your
diet aiem :n za leading newspapers Bun-anIt. K. Marsh, Tres Piedras.
will immediately dissolve the
MONTEZUMA.
call for a general election, mean-- j day issue, for $12 per Insertion.
scriptive circular FREE.
retaining office.
.!. A. Davis, City.
SanTHE PROBERT ADVERTISING
Dr. W. L. Brown, Espanola.
DR. O. C. STUTZ, of Upper
Friedmann
Subscribe for the Santa Fe New
AGENCY,
F. S. Blackmar, Espanola.
dusky, Ohio, whom Dr.
Taos, New Mexico,
Mexican, the paper that boosts all j
treated for tuberculosis at Berlin. Dr.
F. K. Clark, Albuquerque.
the time and works for the upbuild-R. E. Curry, Albuquerque.
Stutz, through correspondent
,
DR. VV. HUME BROWN,
Ing of our now State.
W. M. Potsch, St. Joseph, Mo.
reported the effects of the ImC. McAlister and wife, Frisco, Calif.
Dentist.
claiming that he is greatly
Over Spitz Jewelry Store.
Mrs. Mayron Boyle, Clovis, N. M.
proved.
Rooms 1, 2 and 3.
K. Peden, Estancia.
Phone Red 6.
W. H. Kellogg, Alamosa, Colo.
TAILS
PIG
Office Hour( 8 a. m. to 6 p. m.
C. Shanks, Alamosa, Colo.
And by Appointment.
SAYS UNCLE SAM F, E. Perrey, Rochester, N. Y.
P. h. Dawson, Trinidad, Colo.
a
C. E, Lewis, Ias
egas.
Detroit, Feb. 5. One pig's tail
Y.
batch of cookies and a package of w; C. Stewart, Rochester, N.
You Marvel How Worst Skin Erup-- I
Colo.
James
Trinidad,
the
parcel
Lanlgan,
contlscated
by
were
(utter
tions Disappear as Result of
Office 202 Wafer St., Hours, I fo 3 P. M
John Sullivan, City.
post division at the main postoffice
Famous Remedy.
of
El
Paso.
class
Chas.
.
0ffice- - 220 w v
Galleath,
Friday, all coming under the
Phone, Jj Kesj(,ene 9
CORONADO.
merchandise with offensive odors.
h. C. de Baca and daughter, Albu- The nie tail was discovered after
Work. Portable Coils to be
had
querque.
division
clerks in the parcel ppst
Cosme Herrera, Pojoaque.
made a vigorous hunt for the source
used
at patient's home.
Jose D. Montoya, Chamita.
of a smell which filled their small
Apolonio Duran, Taos.
quarters. The address was indistinct,
Leonard Fernandejz, Taos.
1W.
it having been partially blotted out by
Elais Garcia, Tierra Amarilla.
the grease which had seeped through
PHYSICIAN
and
SURGEON,
$
Benito Martinez, Chama.
the wrapping. The cookies were also
Dick Wilson, I a 8 Vegas.
Cation Block, Palace Ave., next
in the "out of order" class, and the
Austin F. Peckham, Pojoaque.
door to Wells Fargo Kx.
butter was largely liquid.
Esquipala Jiron, Pojoaque.
DHHMP 7
An order was received at the DeJohn .Blencie, Pojoaque.
If you have been fighting some blood Rjae,,, paace Hotel.
troit office Friday saying that coins
sum
JC.
uisuum?,
some
M.
Saturnino Baca, Belen,
trouble,
crupiive
Phone Main 68.
mul.'iria,
and drafts were now dessignated as
it ecisema, lupus, psorinHi.
EUROPEAN.
or what you will, there Is but!
fourth-clasmatter and banks and
scrofula
L. Closson, Thatcher, Ariz.
one sure, safe way to cure It. Ask at
C. C. GUNTER, M. D.
postoffices throughout the country will
bottle of
P. S. Williams, Thatcher, Ariz.
uny drug store for a $1.00
and Surgeon.
Physician
to
road
be called on to use the service.
on
the
are
then
B. S. S. and you
M. Martensen, Thatcher, Ariz.
Rooms
Laughlin Bldg. Calls
health. The action ot turn rcmaruuuio
Fidel Ortiz, Las Vegas.
attended promptly
day or night.
remedy Is Just as direct, jut as positive,
A. M. Terry, Arizona.
BIOGRAPHIES BY
9 to
Just as certain in Its innuence is asoneuiw
a, m 2 t0 4
0ffl
Hourg.of
It
eiist.
in
the
sun
rises
the
O. M. Allen, Safford, Ariz.
rare medical forces which act In- P. m., 7 to 8 p. m.
THE COMMON GINK G.
those
J.. Hatch, Safford, Ariz.
per.. .
the blnoil with the same degree of ten-B. H. Cluff, Safford, Ariz.
that is found in all natural
n wm not ay you t0 wa8te your
tainty
dom-- ;
which
it
manner
in
from
six.)
The
page
donries.
W. C. Warner, Winfield, Kan.
(Continued
out your legal form
urae
Inates and controls the mysterious trans-- when writing
A. J. Cannon, El Paso.
you can get them already print-fo- r
of rich. red. pure arterial blood
ferenceTwitch-eii'- s
Emerson
and Colonel Halph
John Blencie, Deming.
Printing
the diseased venous blood Is mar-- ! ed at the New Mexican
.;
History of New Mexico and arisvcIoub.
M, C. de Baca, Bernalillo.
Company.
Out through every skin poro acids,
ing, with a kindly, but. determined
J. E. Hestand, City.
germs and other blood Impurities arej
New
mien, addresses the president of the
R. G. McDougall, City.
forced In the form of invisible vapor, . .Subscribe for the Santa F
la
and
senate
says:
The lungs breathe It out, the liver
Mexican, the paper that boosts all
stimulated to consume a great I'por-- ! tfa t
d works for the upl)Uid.
"Mr. President, I now move you, CASTRO WILL LUNCH
tion of impurities, tho stomach and
be
number
senate
SULZER.
WITH
GOVERNOR
that
bill,
testines cease to co'nvey Into the blood ing of our new State.
111
tabled indefinitely."
stream the catarrhal, malarinl germs;
Xe wYork, Feb. 5. Cipriano Castro, the bowels, kidneys, bladder and all
Are
Y()u a geer7 An advertise
. And the said senate bill number
emunctorleB of the body are marshalled ment in tne classified columns of the
always is tabled. That is what former president of Venezuela, today into a fighting force to expel every ve
a majority Is for, Mr. Crampton is a accepted an invitation to take lunch use of eruptive disease.
.New Mexican wm put. your rem
on tne marnec eneciiveiy. 11 win
There is scarcely a community
riember of the majority. If you don't eon with Governor Sulzer at Albany
where but what has Its living example
t tne factfl of your property before
believe it ask State Senator Isaac tomorrow.
elTects
of,
curative
of the wonderful
Barth or anv other truthful member
r tw
H
K
Get a bottle of this famous
S.
CRUDE OIL IS $2.50.
and if your case Is stub,
of the minority.
remedy
A little want ad costs hut a few
or peculiar write to The Swift Spe- Pittsburg, Pa., Feb. 5. For the born
oiflr. m . 127 Swift Bldg., Atlanta, ua cents and brines wonderful
results
New Mexican first time in almost twenty years, the Their medical laboratory
Vvnnt Ad. in tb
is tamous anu
eea mora people in one day than you oil purchasing agencies today quoted is conducted bv renowned experts in when published in the New Mexican,
2.60 for Pennsylvania crude oil.
blood and skin diseases,
month. Try one.
Try one.
in
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The best kind of a

Shep-Iber-

j

Good Morafog

....

'

NIXON

starts at the breakfast table

j

Good Humor Follows
(if the meal is right)

Ugly Sores
Quickly Banished

DR.

J.

M. DIAZ,

j

There's anew Hot Porridge which is making new friends
because it combines the things desirable in a good breakfast dish:
Warmth, delicious flavor, substantial nourishment and easy preparation.
now-a-da-

ys

ay

L. F. MURRAY,
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s
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is a skillful blend of wheat, corn and rice to be cooked and served hot
with cream and sugar like
porridge.
old-fashion-

A try

ed

tells why you'll like it for
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Tomorrow's Breakfast
, At Grocers Everywhere.
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Postum Cereal Co., Ltd., Pur Food Factories, Battle Creek, Mich.
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
vill expire Bbortly, the following
rumed persons are added to that list
and they have applied for parole. Action on same will be taken at the
meeting of the board of penitentiary
on
February 10th,
from commissioners

NEWS,

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY

.Mr. Sparks says that they avo far be- hind in orders which they have received for the product of this institution.
"A Curable Disease" a story of thy
union printer at the KIks' tonight.
Heard Over the Phone Many a.i
order "Is heard over the phone" at
cur store. - It is one of the ways ;n
hich folks enjoy purchasing quality
uk store coods from us. Zook a
i narniacv.
by
"Graustark," the dramatization
Grace Hayward, of the popular novel
cf fiction from the pen of George Harr
rMcCutcheon, will be the attraction at
the Elks' theatre Friday night. The
approbation with whicli the romantic
diama was received the past two seasons by the patrons of the theatre
leads Manager Stanton, 'of the Elks'
theatre, to believe the demand for
seats will be as great as in other
cities, and in consequence will start
the sale for the engagement one day
earlier than ir nsual. The company,
if anything, is stronger than last season and the same magnificent scenic
production will again be seen.
Canned goods, buy in case lots and
You are going to use
save money.
them why not buy by dozen or case.
r
F. Andrews.
Meet Thursday The Chamber of
Commerce will hold the most important meeting of the year Thursday
evening at 8 o'clock sharp. Every
c'tizen of Santa Fe is invited to attend whether a member of the chamber or not, as this is a Santa Fe meeting for the upbuilding of Santa Fe. See
Thursday's New" Mexican for further

Much interest is, .manifested in edu- - cuts and some representative
state institution, so that same 191:):
cational circles in the approaching
Jas. McGill, Chaves county
be
nay
represented at the Phijadel;
ceil venttion of state, county and city
3
oumv iose C
d.
and
that
meeting;
also
you may
superintendents from all over the- Phja
'union to be held in Philadelphia, Feb a,sist them to malce the trip flnan- i OH eS, JJCniHIllIO
llrtllh
.
......
OIlUI,
n olollv
- if It 1. nnnalotan tvlth tVio law
I nary zi.
I ins wJinruuuji is usuuu;
Jose Her- MCUOIS, l OllaX
. . ,
COUlit,
.,,..,
..
olmll
I
nrri
tliuvomwtnr
,1ntlou
,
vnni
.
...v..,.........
nuenaea oy uw io pm reiMCBciiu-nandez, Grant county.
t list to have your
hearty
.tives. That New .Mexico be interested
JOHN L). Mc.MANl'S.
to
in this matter and
see New
send a tine delegation is the
Superintendent.
State Superintendent Mexico well represented at, tho
laration of
CONCLUSION OF TESTIMONY.
who
N White who today Issued the d( Iphia meeting. ;1 believe all
testimony in the New Mexico
will be able to obtain a very.rea- fcliowinsi circular or letter:
Central receivership case was con mm
railway rate. Kindly let
.To Hoards of Regents, City Hoards of
eluded yesterday afternoon before
h ar from you.
Kducation and Hoards of County
Ittferee Collins and February 2,ri is
FILED.
AMENDMENT
,
j
Commissioners:
the day set for argument and the final
in-i
An amendment to the articles of
3 lear Sirs:
disposition of this matter.
f
The coming
state, corporation of the Las Vegas Masonic
meeting
the
Huilding association
county and city superintendents and number of directors increasing
from five to
normal and university teachers at
twelve was filed in the office of the
I hiliwU.lnlilu
Palmiarv 9JHi In Afnl-nsiate
niost
corporation commission today.
Ht. is the
important, educational
X
X
V X X' X
EDUCATORS ARRIVING,
gathering, to my mind, to be held this
X
Weather.
to
Kducators
are
attend
I
as
to
arriving
anxious
am
have
very
year.
Santa Fe, X. Jf. Feb. 5 For X
called by the
conference
(bat
general
New
a
from
huge
representation
New
Mexico:
Tonight and X
Mexico as it is possible to induce to'eevcrnor for Friday, February 7. Prof. X
Thursday
fair, with X
generally
fc.1
Ot
Rit0
Ji.
the
Tim mHPiii.ff will i.rnve. bichlv George
n.
martin,
not much change in temperature. X
,
Normal school, is here and so is J,
,.....
o
ottiuwio
w 11,ck- one of the regents of that
J.R you may well judge from the copy
Other heads of instiltulons
liprpu-itPiininKPil school.
nf tho nmirpam
,
..
'
'
you. I now have assurance that the and regents are expected by every i The New Mexican, TV
if your business
traln
state superintendents of all the
''' ,s about
'iMiMMrrmu niecni ucn
advertising, subscriptions or
states, joined by many other promiJob work, please call up "31 W." If
K.
Abbott
C.
has
dissolved
Judge
nent educators throughout the counyou wish to speak to the editor or give
injunction in the Indian case any news, pleate
try will hold their meeting for this the
phone "31 J."
which
was
before him, upon the condi
year, in October, at Santa Fe, New
Wexico. This is, alwo, an important. tion that the Indians furnish a bond
Fresh eggs,
afternoon delivery,
to restore the trust fund if, upon final
me day as laid: fiftv cents a dozen. announcement.
pieeting and I feel that the people of
'If
of
court
termination
the
the
case,
Telenhone 201 W. Frank Owen.
the state oimht to do all Dossible t0
assist mo in having present, at this 1,(;lus u t0 De a tnIst r"lul. t0 e
Elks'
Change of program at the
TWO AMERICANS
meeting every state superintendent i'iitered only as alleged in the bill patiie Weekly.
and as many other lending educators lor u,e injunction,
Grape Fruit 6; 8, 15 and 20c, each.
ARE RELEASED
of the country its
Andrews.
STATE PENITENTIARY.
possible. A good
j
dt legation' lYOni 'tins state to the PhilStep to the Phone and Say It Santa Fe, X. M. Feb. 5, 1013.
San .Diego, Cal., Feb. 5. Held sevWhether you need a necessity or luxadelphia
meeting will accomplish,; To All Concerned:
en mouths in the Cuartel at Ensena-da- ,
can
our
you
this
ury,
result.
depend upon
phone
largely,
In addition to the list of names publower California, and finally reZook's
I am writing you to the end that lished in Monday's New Mexican, as service and prompt delivery.
leased without bail was the experience
Pharmacy.
you may consider granting a leave of having served their minimum
The stockholders meeting of the of Harry Koch and Albert Lundquist,
to county or city superintend-- ; tences or whose minimum sentence
Interstate Guaranty company which American fishermen, who arrived here
was to have been held last week has today.
The stated that in spite of the ef-been advanced
to February
12th
of the American consul, Claude
fcrts
of'
This meeting is for the purpose
Dau was rerusea.
Kocn ana
electing officers for the ensuing year.
were charged with smugg-lundquist
Preaches
Sunday Night Through
and resisting an officer when
typographical error it was stated llng
were captured In Mexican waters
yesterday that His Grace, the arch- - they
is .Claimed, to the terms
bishop, will preach at 7 a. m. Sunday. KontraryHe will preach at 7 p. m., during the
,hf flshins C01lcessln granted
' wu,lm"-services of benediction and the Lenten '
The Mexican prosecutor at Ensen- dffvotions.
Elegantly Furnished Rooms Tor rent. ada reported his findings to Mexico
The finest rooms in the city, having City, for review and it was decided
electric light, steam heat and baths. there Was not enough evidence to
A telegraphic
The European Hotel,
centrally lo hold the two jneri.
cated.
State Progressive Meadquar-- ; order for their release was received
at Ensenada Saturday. They took the
ters in the hotel.
From 14 to 39 degrees was the first boat for San Diego.
;
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NOT COMPLETE WITHOUT FLOWERS
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PHONE 12.

$TH.B CLARENDON

v

GARDEN

F. ANDREWS
v

THE

BEST

OF

"

TO

EVERYTHING

range

:

;

Groceries, Meats, Fruits, Vegetables,

Bakery Goods.
Phone No.4

a

Phoge

ANDREWS

No--

4

ihonies was completed today. It follows In detail the plans for the Inauguration of Taft and Sherman, four
Line of D. M. C. EMB.. FLOSS in years ago.
Platforms across the east front of
:vu.' colors. Also full line of PRINCESS the
Wil- capitol where President-elec- t
and ROYAL SOCIETY FLOSS' In
New York, Feb. 5. John PairfjfyK
colors for use in working the new Bon w111 take tne oatn of .office and
conrell, janitor and confessed bomh
line of. LIBRARY SCARFS, PILLOWS, deliver an address- to S.flOO spectators,
f tructor, was arraigned before'
CENTRE
PIECES, STAMPED BAGS, 2.OU0 more than four years ago..
coroner's jury today and remolded to
which are the late designs just
etc,
the Toombs charged with murdoiVt0 received.
want Ad. in tt New Mexican
sees more people in one day than you
nan see in a month. Try one
Tnbept, unshaven, shabby and ftlmost senile, Farrell slouched berot
the coroner's jury and declined to add
a word to his statements of yester-Th- e ; SOUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA, v
day.
The police, after careful investiga
-PENNSYLVANIA
t;on, have confirmed all the .

JUST

RECEIVED!

tJ--

MISS A. MUGLER

j

JLK.

j

lelative to the prisoner placing .the
FAVORS VOTES
Ilerrera bomb. They have net es
FOR WOMEN
tablished, however, whether ho lied
or has hallucinations with rdfjttilce
to the bomb which killed Mrs. Hejj Jv'Harrisburg,
Pa., Feb. 5. Women in
Taylor and that sent to Judg3 y;s.tlo" Pennsylvania will be given the right
Rosalsky.
..'.Vy to tote if a bill which paBsed the lowThis afternoon Farrell made to an er house of the legislature today beassistant district attorney, a sweep- comes a law. The measure which
ing denial of all the statements cred- provides for woman suffrage passed
ited to him yesterday He declared the. house of representatives by , a
he knew nothing regarding the ijdsal-sk- vote' of 130 to 70. The bill now goes
V
1"
Taylor or Herrera bombs and to the senate.
that he had neither constructed or
sent any of them.."' lie admitted having made a "confession" at police
headquarters, and explained that he
had been "hounded" until he decided
to "get it over with."

MAV OPPOSE

BATTLESHIPS

SAYS NATIONAL
BANKS VIOLATE

THE LAW
Washington, D. C., Feb. 5. Charges that National banks throughout the
south openly violate
the National
banking laws by loaning money on
real estate mortgages were made by
Sol. Wexler, a New Orleans banker,
today before the house currency reform committee.
He told the committee the national banking law
should be amended to legalize loans
on real estate securities and said he
knew of banks in Louisiana, Mississippi and ' Alabama,- loaning their
funds on real estate, to accommodate
farmers. He recommended such loans
to be legalized and limited to eight
months paper to allow the farmer to
"make his crop."
"The farmer is the only man who
is not allowed to take his stock in
trade into a national bank and secure
credit upon it," said "Mr. Wexler.

X'

Washington, D. C.Feb. 5. The
fight against providing for battleships
began in earnest today In the house
ot
when Representative
Sherwood
Ohio, heading the "no battleship" advocates, with a petition of fifty signers, secured a Democratic caucus to

j
:

HOW FIRE BUGS
CARRY OUT

THEIR WAR

someone say,
another pair of those

Democrats
favor
three battleships the most optimistic
concede that the "no battleship" faction will prevent more than two being
authorized and may succeed in holding the appropriation' to a single, vessel.
many

This is sure proof

want

the

of

good-

ness of our School Shoes.
.
We know they're good and
if we fit the Boy or Girl just

WAR.
San Francisco, Calif., Feb. 5. As a
result of
war which they
started on the Pacific coast, Bates &
Chesebrough,
commission
shipping
ers, filed a petition in involuntary
RATE-CUTTIN-

rate-cuttin- g

?
once you'll know it too!
GUN METAL, CALF STUR-

DY

bankruptcy.
Their liabilities are declared to be
$130,1 9S, and their assets consist
chiefly in $90,000 uue the concern from
California-Atlantithe
Steamship
company, an associate firm.

CALF

BOX

OR

:

THE

NEW, HEAVY TANS, PATV
ENT CALF FOR HIS DRESS
SHOES. BUTTON OR
AND

STYLE,
NEW

HIGH

TOP

BLU-CHE- R

THE

BOOTS

JUST THE THING

FOR

ROUGH

ROUGH

BOY

IN

A

WEATHER.

$1.50 $2.00,

$2.50!

,

'

I

good
shoes, Just like the last ones
I had.
They're the best I ever sawl

BANKRUPTCY FOLLOWS

Chicago, 111., Feb. 5 A "torch"
such as is used by incendiaries was
introduced in the arson inquiry today.
The "torch" was composed of a
cigar box with airholes . and fllle.l
with kerosene soaked paper, a tax
Tiw
fuse, a candle and matches.
method used, it was explained, is to
light the candle, which, while the fire
bug is escaping, burns slowly down
to the fuse, which in turn ignites the
oil soaked paper. On top of the cigar
PROGRAM IS COMPLETED.
box, a rubber bag filled with gasoline
is placed. This explodes, scattering
Washington, D. C, Feb. 5 The official program for the inaugural cere- flaming liquid about the place.

j

UAccordinf

$100 j

to Siie"TiJ! ,

jPFLUEGER'Sj
;

Santa Fe's Exclusive Shoe Store

'

SQ15TT7

THE
JEWELER

HEADQUARTERS
HIGH-GRAD-

FOR

E

WATCHES
AND

CLOCKS
Time Pieces That Are
Reliable!

II

HAVE YOUR WATCH CLEANED

OCCASIONALLY.

HOUSE CLEANING
TIME WILL SOON BE HERE

TAFT

- T.

-

.

.

g

jias-red-

J
!

BRIGHTEN UP WITH SUNSHINE

Santa Fe Hardware

!

& Supply Co.

i

i
fiNCE

books either overcrowded limited shelf space or emotv shelves
yawned and waifed for books. When one bookcase overflowed, a new
one was purchased, and its gaping shelves were gradually filled. That was
before the Globe Wernicke period in bookcases. ! Now, books and their
shelves come together. The bookcase grows apace with the library. This is
the modern way of building a library. This is the
idea..
'"

V

'

''

Globe-Wernic- ke

..

;

ARE SURE REPEATERS

we

:.

' '
TAFT'S AUNT WILL
PAY FAREWELL CALL.
Millbury, Mass., Feb. 5. Miss Delia C. Torrey, President Taft's aunt,
will arrive at the White House tomorrow for her last visit with her
nephew, before he retires from the
There was a touch of
presidency.
sadness in today's preparations for
the trip, but Miss Torrey was philosophical.
"It probably would have been my
last trip to the capital, whether he
had been
or not," she said.

OUR SCHOOL SHOES

EVERYDAY:
hear

thresh out the matter next Saturday f
evening.
. Although

c

temperature here yesterday

in

with a humidity of 64 per cent, At 6
a. m. today the mercury stood at 22 MEXICO IS IN
degrees. Yesterday was a clear and
A BAD WAY
pleasant day with the mean tempera-ture below the normal.
Washington, D. C, Feb. 5. Al"It all came out In the wash," "A
though peace, negotiations are being
Curable Disease." Elks' tonight.
The Eastern Star The Santa Fe conducted in soutljern Mexico with
the rebel Zapata, widespread disorder
Chapter of the Eastern Star will
meet Thursday night at eight o'clock and unrest continue to be reported.
who
at the Masonic hall. Initiation, re Four thousand striking miners Blan-cfreshments and regular meeting. V.'s-- J quit the Santa Gertrudis and La
mines near Pacnuca have resorted
iting members are invited to attend to violence.
,(,
(By order of the Worthy Matron.)
School Board
Meets The
city Some of the strikers attacked the
school board presided over by Colonel American manager of the Santa GerJ. D. Sena, met last night and trans- trudis ranch Monday night. He fired,
acted a lot of routine business.
The killing two and wounding two.
board ordered desks placed ill the new
Rural guards have been sent into
high school addition. All of (he mem- - the district. Property at Grunidera,
of the bord were present ex-- ! an estate owned by President Made-ro'- s
family, in Zacatecas, was burned
ccapt Senator Catron who is in Washington, and Dr. Sloan who was called Monday night by rebels.
out on business.
We Deliver the Goods Whatever
R
AND
your purchase may be, in whatever
section of the city you reside, well
ARE INVITED
deliver to your door. Our service will
TO SPEAK
please you. Zook's Pharmacy.
Eggs, 25, 35, 45 and 50 cents dozen.
Andrews.
Washington, D. C, Feb. 5.- PresiAn up to date market was opened dent Taft, ten senators and Speaker
on Wednesday morning in the Modern Clark will speak at the memorial
Grocery. A line of the very best services in the senate February 15, in
fresh meats, fish and poultry will be honor of the late Vice .President,
always on hand and your trade is so-- j James S. Sherman.
licited. The fixtures are ordered and
Invitations will be sent to former
Vice
former
are on the way. They will be of the President Roosevelt,
most modern and sanitary style and Presidents Fairbanks, Stevenson and
will assist in making the Modern Morton, members of the supreme
Grocery the logical place to do your court, cabinet' and diplomatic corps,
-i
shopping.
governors of states, and other public
'
We specialize in all kinds of heavy men.
. .
machine work. All work guaranteed.
Transconti- - PUBLIC MONEYS BILL
Agents for Esseukay.
nental Garage.
DEVELOPS SNAG WHEN
Lenten Feast Many questions are!
CRAMPTON AMENDS IT.
asked concerning what is meant by
lasting during tne Lenten season. The
(Continued from page one)
uainonc cnurcn has the following
rules: For breakfast, two ounces of No. 102, to be known as the commitbread, with no butter or any other tee of sick, dying and dead. No Demsubstitute; a cup of black coffee, tea, ocrats will be given representation
chocolate or cocoa, made with water: thereon.
no milk or cream. For collation one-- ;
this
The committee on Judiciary
fourth of the ordinary full meal.
on twelve
favorably
morning
reported
Lawmakers Invited The
legisla-f- . measures, among them being several
tors have been invited to see what minority bills. Such bills as the meas-;th- e
rural schools are doing In this!,,, prohibiting the. carrying of con-- j
county. Here is the copy of tie jcealed weapons .barter in deaclly wea- printed invitation sent out by County pons removal of unfaithful public
Superintendent J. V. Conway: iftcials. otialiflcations- - for voters on
"You are most cordially invited to at- - bond
issues, and ' the
tend the Santa Fe county rural school Mil, by Evans, were reported with the
exhibit and teachers meeting which recommendation that they be not
.
will be held in the lecture room school
.
,
of American Archaeology on Friday.
At two o'clock this afternoon, the
February 21, beginning at 10 o'clock senate resumed consideration of
thej
a. m.
monies bill.
The Probate Court
The probate public
This afternoon, U senate by a
court of Santa Fe county met in spe- cial session at the county court house vote of 10 to 9 adopted the amendment
Mr- - Crampton striking out
today to reecive the biennial report ' offered by
of Francisco Garcia, warden of Miss a portion jof section 12 in the public
Ai. Garcia.
The report was approved. monies bill and made the measure
order for tomorrow afternoon
Huge Success The organ recital special
and charity ball given at the Masonic at 2 o'clock. There was no roll call
Cathedral last night proved a huge on the amendment, the vote being a
success.
The two affairs will be rising one. Mr. Holt opposed the
noticed in the social column Satur- amendment and Mr. Crampton championed it. Mr. Crampton said it was
day.
A ennd nmAnrtmanfr
unit ftn Htraf of.
Suecess-Ism- ael
A
New Concern
fect would be" to take banks and
Sparks, largely interested in thej banking in this state out of politics.
nre aricK company or There were enouEh Republicans vot- ',BW Mic
Gallup, and of which R. C. Garrett is ing with the Democrats and Progresmanager, informs the New Mexican sives, to adopt the amendment and
that this institution 1b making rapid strike out the objectionable clause.
headway and promises to become in Mr. 1 if eld, who raised the original enthe near future one of the most prom- - quiry, voted with Mr. Crampton, to
inent enterprises of the whole state. strike out theoffending, lines.

'

EAT

FARRELL FINDS
HE TALKED
TOO MUCH

1913.
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New Mexican Printing Co. Agents.
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